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Recent genomic studies of microbiomes have revealed an overwhelming number of 
biosynthetic genes of unknown function. Most of these “cryptic” biosynthetic genes are 
not expressed in laboratory monocultures of individual microbes. Thus, there remains 
tremendous untapped potential for natural products discovery. Here we employ mixed 
microbial culture (MMC) as a simple yet powerful approach to awaken cryptic biosynthetic 
gene clusters. Our preliminary studies demonstrated that arrays of metabolites could be 
induced in MMCs upon environmental cues, such as surface adhesion. Using this system, 
we have screened, identified, and isolated bioactive bacterial metabolites, which were 
characterized structurally and biologically. Of the metabolites identified, this project 
focused on a deeper exploration of fatty acids and cyclic dipeptides. This project revealed 
two major findings: 1. an overlooked potential interspecies signal: (R)-12-hydroxystearic 
acid, exchanged in a specific social context of a terrestrial MMC derived from wheatgrass, 
which modulated biofilm formation in marine bacteria, and 2. from the isolation of 2,5-
diketopiperazines (DKPs) from MMCs, we identified a new approach to assigning their 
stereochemistry. While this class of molecules is well-studied, their stereochemical 
 v 
assignments have remained ambiguous due to a lack of reliable, sensitive, and well-
established methods. Now, with electronic circular dichroism, an unprecedented 
assessment of DKP stereochemistry-bioactivity relationships can proceed. While 
microbial molecular discovery via environmentally-derived MMCs is still in its nascent 
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Billions of years of biological selection has refined the chemistry and biology of 
bacteria, which exist in numbers exceeding trillions of trillions. The age and numbers of 
these ancient sages are a testament to the ingenuity behind their coexistence, evolution, 
Figure 1-1. Known (left) vs Predicted (right) biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) in classes of bacteria and 
archaea. This figure is republished from Cell, Volume 158, Issue 2, Cimermancic et al., Insights into Secondary 
Metabolism from a Global Analysis of Prokaryotic Biosynthetic Gene Clusters, Pages 412-421, Copyright 2014, 
with permission from Elsevier. 
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and communication. Since the discovery of penicillin, the search for bacterial natural 
products (NPs) has surged on with a myopic focus on antibiotics1. Yet, the presently 
known antibiotics constitute a small fraction of the whole repertoire of bacterial NPs as 
evidenced by the enormous number of cryptic biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) 
discovered through recent genome sequencing2. Many BGCs are not attributed to 
antibiotic production but to other unknown functions3. Thus, there is untapped potential 
outside of antibiotic discovery. Figure 1-1 shows the distribution of known and predicted 
BGCs in a survey of bacterial and archaeal classes. Note that some classes such as 
Actinobacteria have been heavily studied, as they are well-known for producing 
antibiotics, while others remain to be explored4,5. 
During the past century, researchers have invented clever but laborious ways to wake 
up cryptic BGCs.  These approaches involve genetic engineering, forced gene expression 
with epigenetics or recombinant techniques6–8, to name a few. However, the forced 
production of NPs makes it difficult to characterize their real biological functions. An 
alternative approach is to employ co-cultures of multiple bacterial species to elicit their 
chemical communication9–13. Most co-culturing studies, though, examine artificial 
mixtures of well-defined bacterial species, which severely limit the scope of molecular 
discovery14–16. We hypothesize that bacterial communities in nature, when harvested and 
grown in the lab as mixed microbial culture (MMC), serve as simple yet powerful platforms 
for NP discovery. The hypothesis is based on preliminary studies on twenty bacterial 
communities from botanical and environmental samples, which demonstrated the 
feasibility and promise of this approach. The study has implications in understanding 
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bacterial fitness, virulence, and infection from a public health perspective. Moreover, the 
environmental impact of bacterial symbionts and biological conservation could also be 
illuminated through this work.  
 
1.1.1 Hypothesis and Specific Aims of the Study 
Hypothesis: bacterial communities in nature, when harvested and cultured, serve as 
powerful platforms for natural products discovery; we will reveal several previously 
overlooked signaling molecules that are exchanged only in specific social contexts of 
bacterial mixed cultures.  
Aim 1: Identify inducible bacterial signals from (perturbed) mixed microbial cultures 
(MMC). 
Aim 2: Determine the social contexts of bacterial signals. 











1.2 Bacterial communication 
 
Microorganisms are everywhere, colonizing the inner and outer surfaces of hosts 
from plants to animals, slightly outnumbering the host’s own cells. Humans, for example, 
contain a ratio of about 1.3 times the bacterial cells for every one human cell17. These 
resident microbes live in complex multispecies communities with competition and 
cooperation, resulting in secondary metabolite production. Figure 1-2 shows an example 
of symbiotic microorganisms inhabiting a leaf surface and the molecular “words” that are 
exchanged by this community. 
 
Figure 1-2. Schematic showing a magnified view of a multispecies microbial community on the outer 
surface of a plant, commonly called the phyllosphere. Below are a few representative secondary 
metabolite molecules produced by the community that symbolize the chemical communication between 




Unlike the primary metabolites such as lipids, enzymes, carbohydrates, and 
vitamins, secondary metabolites are not essential for growth and reproduction. They 
instead give microorganisms a competitive edge, and their production also affects the 
health of their host organisms. Humans have co-opted some of these secondary 
metabolites for drug discovery and development as antibiotics, antiviral, and anticancer 
agents, among others18.  
An array of bacterial metabolites has been discovered and identified as detailed 
heavily in the literature19,20.  The classic signaling molecule, acyl homoserine lactone 
(AHL), was first discovered in the symbiosis between gram negative marine bacterium 
Vibrio fischeri and the Hawaiian bobtail squid Euprymna scolopes. These resident 
bacteria are bioluminescent causing the squid’s light organ to glow, but only at high 
population density. The production of AHL modulates expression of the LuxI and LuxR 
genes, which are the biosynthetic machinery to generate both the lactone and its 
receptors. Thus, AHL is deemed an auto-inducer molecule, which allows the bacterial 
community to sense its own cell density21,22.  From this precedent, the term quorum 
sensing emerged and now serves as a paradigm for several other microbially-made 
signals or ‘words’.  
Another family of molecules was found called diffusible signal factor (DSF) which 
consists of mainly long chain cis-unsaturated fatty acids that also serve as signals 
associated with biofilm formation and virulence20. The presence of DSF stimulates the 
upregulation of genes producing enzymes like chitinase, which are responsible for the 
digestion of invading pathogenic biofilms23. Figure 1-3 shows a summary of seven 
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structurally distinct classes of known bacterially-produced signals in both gram negative 
and positive organisms3. These and other signals are profiled further in detail below. 
 
Figure 1-3. Previously identified bacterial molecules or ‘words’ spoken by bacteria for signaling. This 
figure is republished with the permission of Microbiology Society, from Diffusible Signals and Interspecies 
Communication in Bacteria, Ryan and Dow, Microbiology, Volume 154, Issue 7, Pages 1845-1858, 
Copyright 2008; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
 
Curiously, upon comparison of molecules characterized by our laboratory and a 
survey of known signaling molecules, many of the structures are different and could thus 
serve a different role in bacterial signaling. Thankfully, it is evident that many chemical 




1.3 The discovery of canonical microbial signals 
 
Microbiologists and natural products chemists have been isolating small molecules 
usually by chasing biological activity before having enough material for characterization. 
And their approach has always had the same starting point: axenic monocultures. This 
was due to their consistency and tractability as sources of metabolites. Since the dawn 
of microbiology in the 19th century, scientists were growing pure cultures of microbes 
which has resulted in a limited view of the world of microorganisms24. But it did lead to 
the discovery of important signals that are still studied to this day.  
 
1.3.1 N-Acyl homoserine lactones (N-AHLs) 
 
Before their chemical structure was known, N-AHLs were simply referred as 
autoinducers, a term created by microbiologists in 1970 after they observed the 
production of luciferase enzyme in bioluminescent marine bacteria, but only after they 
reached a certain population density. It wasn’t until over a decade later that the N-AHL 
molecular structure was first characterized. It was isolated from a super-bright strain of 
Photobacterium fischeri, called MJ-1, which made very large concentrations of 
autoinducer25. Earlier attempts at characterization had failed due to sub-milligram levels,  
cell growth medium complexity, and the difficulty of the bioassay for the inducer26. Further 
investigation revealed that N-AHLs were essentially on/off switches for the Lux genes, 
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which controlled the production of lucerifase, causing a characteristic blue glow which 
was beneficial in P. fischeri’s symbiosis with fish and squid (Figure 1-4). 
Work on N-AHLs is on-going as 
researchers have discovered 
analogs in other bacterial species. 
Their variation in the acyl chain 
length and presence of substituents 
is related to the producing 
species27. They have been 
detected in pure cultures from 
Vibrio harveyi, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, and Rhodobacter 
spaeoroides (which is not a 
symbiont)28–30. N-AHLs are 
produced by the LuxI family of 
genes and sensed by LuxR 
receptor proteins. Once it was realized that cross-species induction of bioluminescence 
was possible, the use of autoinduction became supplanted by the term quorum sensing, 
meaning that an effect was triggered (i.e., increased secreted small molecule 




Figure 1-4. The Bobtail squid’s (Euprymna berryi) glow 
depends on bacterium Vibrio fischeri’s quorum sensing N-
AHLs. The production of these signals increases with 
bacterial population density. Image courtesy of Todd Bretl 
Underwater Photography, toddbretl.com 
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1.3.2 Diffusible signal factor (DSF) 
 
Another bioactive substance was discovered much later, in 1996, linked to 
bacterial infection in plants. It was identified in Xanthomonas campestris (Xcc), a 
cruciferous plant pathogen33. This bacterium produces endoglucanase, protease, and 
pectinase which are virulence factors34. Pathogenicity genes (rpf) were characterized and 
were found to mediate regulation via a small diffusible molecule called DSF, for diffusible 
signal factor. Like N-AHL, DSF’s chemical structure was not discovered right away, but 
instead, its bioactivity was well-elucidated first. Screens of Xcc mutants on seedlings 
lacking infection discovered genes rfpB and F which sandwiched a sensory/regulatory 
pair of genes rfpC/G. Predicted protein products of these genes bore no resemblance to 
the LuxI and LuxR families, nor was DSF responsive to AHL assays, so it was concluded 
that the DSF had a distinct structure from N-AHL. In Xcc mutants, DSF restored 
production of endoglucanase; from here a bioassay was born which aided detection and 
isolation and characterization of the DSF structure. Knowing that the rpfB gene encoded 
the biosynthetic machinery for a fatty acyl CoA ligase, the researchers determined that 
DSF was lipid-based. They tested LPS hydrolysates and 2- and 3-hydroxy fatty acids of 
varying chain lengths and found that activity mimicked that of DSF. Figure 1-5 shows a 
model for the production and regulation by DSF33. 
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Figure 1-5. Model of DSF-mediated regulation. A lipid pathway precursor is converted by biosynthetic 
enzymes RpfF and RpfB to a fatty-acyl CoA derivative which is a precursor of the more-polar FA-X 
derivative. This is released into the medium as DSF and can then be taken up by bacteria. The 
exogenous DSF enters the pathway between RpfF and RpfB, possibly after breakdown. The regulator of 
enzyme synthesis is believed to be the fatty-acyl CoA or FA-X. This figure is republished from Molecular 
Microbiology, Volume 24, Issue 3, Barber, Daniels, Williams, Dow et al., A novel regulatory system 
required for pathogenicity of Xanthomonas campestris is mediated by a small diffusible signal molecule, 
Pages 555-566., Copyright 1997, with permission from John Wiley & Sons. This copyrighted material is 
owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or one of its group companies (each a "Wiley 
Company"). 
 
It was not until 2003 that Wang and colleagues determined the structure of DSF to 
be cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid, with its alpha-beta unsaturation point being key to 
its biological activity. They were able to isolate enough DSF for characterization because 
they obtained it from an over-productive mutant strain of Xcc34. The structural 
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determination of this molecule was useful for identifying structural analogs in other 
kingdoms (fungi) that also exhibited similar bioactivities. Since this discovery, several 
structural analogs have been found in different organisms and new studies have been 
conducted which offer promise for therapeutic interventions. 
Deng and colleagues found that DSF (cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid) and 
structural analogs, when combined with antiobiotic gentamycin, were shown to have a 
synergistic effect, showing promise as a potential adjuvant. They demonstrated a dosage-
dependent antibiotic susceptibility of a panel of bacteria like Bacillus cereus, Bacillus 
thuringiensis, Staphylococcus aureus, Mycobacterium smegmatis, Neisseria subflava, 
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, possibly by reducing drug resistance, biofilm formation, 
and fitness35.  Findings like this are relevant to our work as we have discovered fatty acid 
molecules similar in structure to DSF. 
 
1.3.2.1 Fatty acids (FA) and bacteria 
 
While on the subject of DSF, it is pertinent to contextualize them among general 
fatty acids (FA). FA play several roles in the bacteria. While their primary function is to 
serve as a component of the cell membrane as phospholipids, FA, as neutral lipids, are 
used as storage in cells, and FA derivatives are involved in cell signaling36,37. FA 
distribution ratios in the membrane can be used a speciation tool38. Figure 1-6 features 




FA synthesis is considered part of primary metabolism40. So how is it that FA derivatives 
involved in cell signaling move into the secondary metabolism paradigm? While FA 
synthesis was previously discussed, it is important to focus on the modifications on 
primary metabolism that generate derivatives.   
 
Figure 1-6. Common bacterial fatty acids (FA). A: is hexadecanoic (palmitic) acid, an abundant 
saturated fatty acid, B: is cis-9-hexadecenoic (palmitoleic) acid which together with the product formed 
by one more round of the elongation cycle, cis-11-octadecenoic acid, are the dominant unsaturated 
species found in bacteria. C: cyclopropane fatty acid, cis-9,10-methylene hexadecanoic acid formed by 
methylene incorporation from S-adenosyl-L-methionine into phospholipid-bound palmitoleic acid. This 
together with its C19 homologue are distributed very widely in bacteria. D and E: C15 branched chain 
fatty acids where D is the anteiso species and E is the iso species. F: 3-hydroxytetradecanoic acid, a 
major component of the lipid A of most gram negative bacteria. This figure is republished with 
permission of Elsevier Science & Technology Journals, Bacterial fatty acid synthesis and its 
relationships with polyketide synthetic pathways, Cronan and Thomas, Methods in Enzymology, 
Volume 459, Issue B, Copyright 2009; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
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1.3.2.1.1 Mono Hydroxylated Fatty Acids (HFAs) 
 
In our project, hydroxylated fatty acids (HFAs) were isolated, these are important 
intermediates in fatty acid biosynthesis and metabolism36. Thus, a brief 
explanation of the known enzymes responsible for their existence is relevant. HFAs are 
produced by all forms of life, but we will limit the discussion to bacterial biosynthesis. 
The primary enzymes of interest are hydratases, which convert monounsaturated FAs 
into HFAs in a stereospecific manner37. Oleate hydratases specifically hydrate the double 
bond between carbons 10 and 11 to make 10-hydroxystearic acid. One abundant fatty 
acid that was isolated from our MMCs was 12-hydroxystearic acid (12-HSA), or 12-
hydroxyoctadecanoic acid.  It’s biosynthesis in microorganisms has been unreported 
although it is known as a bacterial xenobiotic metabolite41.  
The main reports are related to industrial applications due to its unique properties. 
12-HSA is a known organogelator and is used in the food industry as a thickening agent 
and in the pharmaceutical industry as an excipient. When combined with hydrophobic 
solvents, it causes them to gel, at concentrations as low as 1.7 wt %42. Studies have been 
conducted on various isomers of hydroxystearic acids to understand the importance of 
the hydroxy position on their self-assembly behavior. The gelation mechanism is unknown 
but an intermolecular fibril formation hydrogen bonding mechanism between hydroxy and 
carboxy groups has been proposed42,43. Figure 7-1 features a purported arrangement of 
the self-assembled fibrillar network (SAFiN) of 12-HSA. 12-HSA is derived from the 
hydrogenation of castor oil and is commercially available44. However, what has been not 
been reported prior is the microbial origin of this molecule and why bacteria would spend 
precious energy on its production. Understanding something about its unique gelation 
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and self-assembly behavior could lend some understanding into its biological activity. 
Appendix III features results of experiments on 12-HSA’s effects on synthetic membrane 
systems in attempt to understand its mode of action. Ultimately, these results were 




2,5-diketopiperazines (DKPs), also known as cyclodipeptides (CDP), are 
functional secondary metabolite signals that are based on the condensation of two amino 
acids to form a cyclic dipeptide scaffold45. While initially synthesized in 1888, it wasn’t 
until eighty years later when they were found in nature46. In 1972, diketopiperazines with 
antibiotic activity were isolated from Streptomyces47,48. DKPs have been isolated from 
many natural sources such as marine sponges, fungus, and bacteria49. Due to their rigid 
structure, hydrogen-bonding capabilities, and construction from both canonical and 
unnatural amino acids, they possess a wide array of interesting biological activities. In the 
microbial context, they have roles in antibiotic signaling, quorum sensing agonism and 
antagonism, and antibiofilm activity46. Because they possess two chiral centers, they can 
exist as four different stereoisomers. While these molecules are very well-known, there is 
a huge knowledge gap in terms of their stereochemistry-bioactivity relationship. Only one 
study exists in the literature asserting the importance of configuration as it relates to 
antibiotic activity50.  
Two major enzyme classes are associated with DKP synthesis are: cyclodipeptide 
synthases (CDPSs) and nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs)51. CDPSs are 
special because they use aminoacyl-tRNAs as substrates to produce DKPs and possess 
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tailoring modules enabling modification of natural amino acids52. NRPSs are a wide class 
of module-based enzymatic machinery that synthesize peptides large and small, many of 
which are medically relevant53. Sometimes DKPs are not synthesized in this manner, but 
instead, by proteases. Dipeptidyl peptidase enzymes can cleave the terminal ends of 




Indole has been long established as a player in bacterial communication, both 
intra- and interspecies and recently, inter-kingdom, namely between bacteria and 
plants54.  The existence of bacterially-produced indole has been known for over a century, 
when it was found in E. coli during its stationary growth phase55. However, its function as 
a signaling molecule is a relatively recent development. Indoles are biosynthesized from 
the amino acid L-tryptophan by TnaA tryptophanase54. Over eighty-five bacterial species, 
both gram positive and gram negative, are known to produce indole; they were identified 
through a BLAST search for TnaA tryptophanase and its homologs56. Indole has been 
very thoroughly studied in E. coli in terms of drug resistance, virulence control, biofilm 
formation, autoinduction, and plasmid stability54. But more pertinent to our studies is its 
dynamism in multispecies communities of microorganisms. Its effects vary widely on 
different species, especially on non-indole-producing bacteria, that can derivatize 
exogenous indole through their oxygenase enzymes. Indole and its derivatives have been 
identified as potential antivirulence compounds against antibiotic-resistant pathogens like 
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa because they can inhibit quorum sensing and virulence factor 
production57.  
Indole has been argued to be a quorum sensing molecule. How does an excreted 
secondary metabolite graduate to becoming a signal? This is crucial in our understanding 
of metabolites present in the culture medium versus actual signaling molecules. Asserted 
by Winzer and coworkers, if a chemically characterized molecule controls cellular 
responses other than those necessary to metabolize or detoxify it, it can be deemed a 
signal58. Indole passed a series of criteria addressed by Lee and colleagues56. It is 
produced during a specific stage of growth, accumulates outside the cell, is recognized 
by specific receptors (AcrEF and SdiA), controls responses such as sporulation and 
biofilm formation, elicits unique responses outside of metabolism, such as virulence and 
plasmid stability, is nontoxic to the producing organism, and is beneficial on the 
community level even though it is costly to produce56. Thus, it can be argued that indole 
can be added to the ranks of quorum sensing signals. 
 
1.3.5 Known BGCs  
 
This brief review of known biosynthetic modalities will feature a history and 
explanation of their mode of action and basic enzymology. It’s important to reveal what is 
known about biosynthesis of microbial NPs which will help to contextualize the origins of 




1.3.5.1 Fatty acid synthases (FAS) 
 
Fatty acids are made by an enzymatic pathway that is highly conserved across 
kingdoms. However, our discussion will be limited to the Type II Fatty Acid Synthases 
(FAS-II), utilized by most bacteria, except for those producing mycolic acid38. When acetyl 
CoA is carboxylated to form malonyl CoA, a cycle begins, elongating a nascent fatty acid 
by two carbon units at a time59. This is all tightly controlled by a group of seven enzymes-
collectively called FASs. Interestingly, FASs are the templates from which another 
biosynthetic machinery-polyketide synthases (PKSs) are based, sharing all the same 
enzymes, acyl carrier protein (ACP), ketosynthase (KS), acyltransferase (AT), 
ketoreductase (KT), enoyl reductase (ER), dehydratase (DH), and thioesterase (TE)59. 
 The FAS biosynthetic path is mainly used in the formation of palmitic acid. It 
requires seven cycles of C2 elongation followed by hydrolysis. The synthesis involves 
condensation of carboxylated malonyl-ACP and acetyl-ACP to form a C-C bond between 
the two molecules, making acetoacetyl-ACP. The beta-keto group is then catalyzed by a 
series of the aforementioned FAS enzymes, reduced, then dehydrated to form and alpha-
beta trans double bond, and finally, hydrogenated (reduced) to form butyl-ACP. This 
molecule takes six more spins of elongation (condensation, reduction, dehydration, and 
hydrogenation) exiting the cycle when thioesterase hydrolyzes the ester bond to the ACP 





1.3.5.2 Polyketide Synthases (PKS)  
It’s important to compare fatty acid synthesis to polyketide synthesis. While PKSs 
are based on the same enzymatic framework as FASs, they are modular in nature. Each 
module is built to express the same condensation, reduction, dehydration, then reduction 
cycle59. However, in PKSs, sometimes there are assembly lines of 28 subunits with each 
one having a different combination of enzymes, resulting in wildly different products from 
those of FAS, in both structure and function. Figure 1-7 shows the prototypical PKS 
assembly line construction of a secondary metabolite called 6-deoxyerythronolide B, 
which is the precursor of antibiotic erythromycin A60. Polyketides are named as such 
because there are many acyl groups that are added to the extending molecule59. Many 
are later reduced to hydroxyl groups.  
Why has the primary metabolism fatty acid biosynthetic machinery evolved into 
PKS, a secondary metabolism paradigm? Chen and co-workers reviewed a comparison 
of FAS and PKS-the former generating making linear saturated or monounsaturated fatty 
acids and the latter making functionalized polycyclic aromatic compounds with uses 
ranging from first-line antibiotics and anticancer drugs40. The change in the enzymatic 




Figure 1-7. (A) The 6-deoxyerythronolide B synthase (DEBS), a prototypical assembly-line PKS, 
synthesizes 6-deoxyerythronolide B, the precursor of erythromycin A. (B−E) Reactions catalyzed by 
module 2 (M2) of DEBS. (B,C) Transacylation of the electrophilic and nucleophilic substrates of M2 from 
the ACP of module 1 (M1) and (2S)-methylmalonyl-CoA, respectively. (D,E) Polyketide chain elongation 
and ketoreduction. KS, ketosynthase; AT, acyltransferase; ACP, acyl carrier protein; KR, ketoreductase; 
KR0, redox-inactive KR with epimerase activity; DH, dehydratase; ER, enoylreductase; TE, thioesterase. 
This figure is republished with permission from the American Chemical Society, Chemical Reviews, 
Volume 119, Issue 24, Nivina et al., Evolution and Diversity of Assembly-Line Polyketide Synthases, 




1.3.5.3 Non-ribosomal Peptide Synthetases (NRPS) 
 
Investigation into ribosome-dependent protein synthesis using Bacillus as a model 
revealed a set of enzymes that could also synthesize peptides. This was discovered in 
the 1950s and 60s when scientists applied antibiotics, ribosomal inhibitors, or RNAses, 
to bacterial cultures only to find that peptide synthesis was unaffected53. This pointed to 
a distinct mechanism outside the ribosome. A cyclic decapeptide called tyrocidine was 
isolated in 1963 by Tatum and co-workers and this was the seminal discovery that 
revealed that its biosynthesis was ribosome-independent61. Tyrocidine continued to be 
synthesized by B. brevis, even after the application of chloramphenicol, which disabled 
the ribosome and thus protein synthesis. 
Studying the biosynthesis of gramicidin S, it was found that the responsible 
enzymes, in an ATP-dependent manner, incorporated amino acids in a two-step process. 
First the release of pyrophosphate (PP) and then the release of AMP, resulting in a 
tethered amino acid to the NRPS, in a thio-esterified covalent bond. Step-by-step the non-
ribosomal peptide gets longer. This is very different from the acyl tRNA, mRNA-
dependent process of protein synthesis by the ribosome. Further studies by Lipmann and 
colleagues revealed that NRPSs were catalytic subunits, within each one an enzyme 
bound thiol62. Studies of fatty acid synthases showed a similar mechanism by comparison 
due to the use of an acyl carrier protein.  
Over the course of forty years, several researchers worked to reveal both the 
anatomy and mechanism of NRPSs. They consist of three repeating catalytic domains 
represented by the acronym CAT for 1. Adenylation, 2. Thiolation (peptidyl carrier 
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protein), and 3. Condensation, one of this tripartite subunit per amino acid that gets loaded 
onto the chain, followed by a fourth, 4. TE which would terminate the synthesis to release 
a linear or cyclized peptide product of varying length from the enzyme assembly line. 
Adenylation catalyzes the aminoacyl-AMP moiety, thiolation forms the 
aminoacylthioester, and condensation is the formation of the peptide bond between two 
two aminoacylthioesters, appearing as a transfer of one amino acid to the growing peptide 
chain. This cycle repeats until the desired length of peptide is achieved, whereby the 
enzyme loaded peptide transfers thioesterase domain whereby the C-terminus is either 
hydrolyzed or undergoes a cyclization reaction53.  
Assessing the predicted NRPS BGCs in Figure 1-1 shows that over 50% of the 
prokaryotic tree of life contains the genetic information necessary to synthesis NRPs5. 
This machinery is very common. This implies that peptides have a prevalent role in 
bacterial signaling and secondary metabolism. NRPSs synthesize non-proteinogenic 
peptides. Tailoring enzymes serve to further modify the amino acid side chains in the 
peptide, for example, adding hydroxyl groups, sugars, dehydrogenating, and more to 
change the function of the peptide63.  
These historical examples are important for researchers in their quest to locate 
previously overlooked signaling molecules from both a practical stand-point and an 
understanding of mechanism of action. While structural analogs of extant signaling 
molecules continue to be discovered and reported in different organisms, new 
approaches outside of culturing pure microbes may offer promise for new discovery.  
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1.4 Co-culture to help avoid rediscovery 
 
Researchers have realized that axenic cultures are no longer productive for novel 
molecule discovery, nor do they represent conditions that microbes face in nature (high 
nutrients, constant temperature and pH). Much of microbial secondary metabolism results 
from interactions with other species through communication and conflict24. It could also 
help the great plate count anomaly, which explains the tremendous discrepancy between 
the number of colonies of microbes growing in nature versus those that grow on lab 
culture plates64. Advances in high-throughput co-cultivation studies are underway with 
technologies such as microfluidic devices and miniaturized 3D bioprinting, which show 
promise in activating silent BGCs. But when a new metabolite is produced from these 
interactions, structural elucidation is limited by how much material can be isolated. The 
information is only as good as the mass spectral details will provide, most times, this is 
insufficient. There are historical success stories of artificial co-cultures that are worth 
reviewing. 
The discovery of penicillin was one the first co-cultures, albeit inadvertent. 
Alexander Fleming maintained petri dish cultures of Staphylococcus that got 
contaminated with Penicillium mold. He witnessed clearing in bacteria and found that the 
mold had produced an antibacterial compound, later identified as Penicillin65. This 
serendipitous finding nearly a century ago set the stage for the elicitation of new 
molecules via the method of co-culture. Since then several studies of pairwise 
interspecies (bacteria-bacteria) and interkingdom (bacteria-fungus) interactions have 
been conducted, resulting in the discovery of many new or repurposed compounds with 
a wide array of activity66,67. 
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1.5 Mixed microbial culture as an alternative novel approach 
In a review of the DSF family of signaling molecules, Ryan and Dow highlight the 
fact that in nature, bacteria are more likely to grow in polymicrobial communities, rather 
than in a monoculture. In order for these multispecies consortia to develop and maintain 
themselves, interactions between members of the community may involve interspecies 
signaling20. This idea was the impetus for our work on the dedicated exploration of mixed 
microbial culture.  
A great deal of NP discovery from microbes stems from marine sponges, which 
house diverse microbial communities68,69. Our experimental design was inspired by 
marine sponges. We mimicked this environment with a simple intervention--the 
placement of sterile sponges into liquid mixed microbial cultures. With that, we identified 
inducible molecules that were not present in the spongeless cultures. Indole and phenol 
production was induced, as was fatty acid production. These were starting points. This 
discovery inspired us to look in the regions of the TLC plate where there were emerging 
new spots or clearings. From this approach, we discovered hydroxylated fatty acids 
(HFAs) and diketopiperazines (DKPs). These molecules are known. However, the 
discovered HFAs were not implicated in microbial signaling in the past. And some of the 
DKPs may have been misclassified in the literature in terms of their stereochemistry. This 
is the basis for the main findings of my dissertation: the dedicated exploration of mixed 




1.6 Rediscovery? Is it bad? 
 
In drug discovery programs, candidate molecules and lead compounds often turn 
out to be known chemicals, showing the importance of dereplication efforts24. However, 
12-hydroxystearic acid is a known molecule but it’s role in microbial chemical 
communication and biofilm modulation had never been investigated before. Fortunately, 
molecules can be repurposed. Current studies show that with increasing knowledge of 
receptor crystal structures and advances in computation and machine learning, we are 
finding new roles for existing drugs/compounds70. Until a specific question is posed about 
the applications and bioactivity of a molecule, there is still room for discovery and 
understanding. 
 
1.7 Global Natural Products advances 
 
Advances in biotechnology have allowed for the creation of technologies like the 
Global Natural Products (GNPS) database71. Open data sharing among scientists 
worldwide has lead efforts in dereplication to avoid constant rediscovery of known 
molecules. This is called social molecular networking and with continually evolving needs 
and increasing user counts, new approaches to this are appearing, from classical to 
feature-based molecular networking. GNPS employs computational tools in conjunction 
with mass spectrometry to allow cross talk between researchers as well as discovery of 
new molecules. In 2016, fewer than two percent of mass spectra could be matched to 
known metabolites and now that number has increased two- to threefold72. Algorithms 
make structural predictions based on mass differences and tandem MS fragmentation 
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patterns. GNPS was utilized in our study as a screening technique against the public 
databases.  
 
1.8 Biological activities of microbial NPs 
 
While much of NP discovery was fueled by the search for search for new, 
more potent antibiotics, many pharmaceutical companies have shut down their antibiotic 
discovery programs73. The increase in appearance of new resistant strains has not been 
matched by the discovery of new agents74. There is a need for another approach.  
Because factors like virulence, biofilm formation, and spoilage are regulated by quorum 
sensing signals, some researchers are investigating the quenching of these molecules 
to disable pathogenicity without killing the producing organism and risking evolution of 
resistance19. Recent advances have been made in the areas of adjuvants (previously 
discussed in section 1.3.2) and biofilm modulators. 
 
1.8.1 Biofilm modulation 
 
Biofilms are heterogeneous communities of bacteria that colonize surfaces and 
are immobilized by extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) such as proteins, lipids, 
and polysaccharides making them resistant to antibacterial agents and problematic in 
cases of infection75. Surfaces where biofilms can form vary from living tissues to in-
dwelling medical devices, water piping systems, and marine vessels76. Common 
examples of natural commensal biofilms include dental plaque and kombucha SCOBY 
(symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast)76,77. However, biofilms are mainly associated 
with chronic, resistant infections like those in the lungs of cystic fibrosis patients, flesh 
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wound surfaces, or persistent slimy coatings on catheters or prostheses78. Biofouling of 
industrial surfaces like pipelines and ship ballasts start from biofilms and cause 
infrastructural damage. Biofilm composition is highly variable depending on the surface, 
but the main component is polysaccharides which house mixed cultures of 
microorganisms from bacteria, fungus, and sometimes parasites. Figure 1-8 illustrates 
the stages of biofilm formation in pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa78. 
 
Figure 1-8. Schematic of the five stages of biofilm formation paired with photomicrographs of 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm 1. Initial attachment of planktonic cells to a surface, 2. Irreversible 
attachment, 3. Maturation stage I, 4. Maturation stage II, 5. dispersion. Images by D. Davis. Image 
republished from PLOS Biology, Volume 5, Issue 11, Monroe, Looking for Chinks in the Armor of 
Bacterial Biofilms, Page e307, © 2007 Don Monroe. This is an open-access article distributed under the 
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and 
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
 
 Strategies to inhibit biofilms or to modulate their formation are currently being 
pursued because the protective nature of the biofilm matrix is what aids microbial 
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resistance to antibiotic agents. Biofilm formation is dictated by many processes, all of 
which could be targeted and suppressed: microbial adhesion, formation of the polymer 
matrix, bacterial co-aggregation, and quorum sensing signaling. A recent review shows 
several plant- and bacterially-derived NPs that are specific inhibitors of these steps79. 
They include polyphenols, terpenoids, and acyl homoserine lactones. Indole is a known 
biofilm modulator, inhibiting Escherichia coli biofilms and stimulating those of 
Pseudomonads through a cell-cell signaling pathway56. Another study implicated the 
inhibition of biofilm in Bacillus cereus with the upregulation of the interspecies quorum 
sensing signals DKPs and DSFs as a result of treatment with terpinen-4-ol80. Examples 
such as these show promise and a shift in the collective consciousness about 
therapeutic interventions that do not involve killing microorganisms, but instead, 
interrupting their signal transmission.  
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2 CHAPTER TWO 
 




  Microbes use signaling factors for intraspecies and interspecies communications. 
While many intraspecies signaling factors have been found and characterized, discovery 
of factors for interspecies communication is lagging behind. To facilitate the discovery of 
such factors, we explored the potential of a mixed microbial culture (MMC) derived from 
wheatgrass, in which heterogeneity of this microbial community might elicit signaling 
factors for interspecies communication. The stability of Wheatgrass MMC in terms of 
community structure and metabolic output was first characterized by 16S ribosomal RNA 
amplicon sequencing and liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS), 
respectively. In addition, detailed MS analyses led to the identification of 12- 
hydroxystearic acid (12-HSA) as one of the major metabolites produced by Wheatgrass 
MMC. Stereochemical analysis revealed that Wheatgrass MMC produces mostly the (R)-
isomer, although a small amount of the (S)-isomer was also observed. Furthermore, 12-
HSA was found to modulate planktonic growth and biofilm formation of various marine 
bacterial strains. The current study suggests that naturally derived MMCs could serve as 
a simple and reproducible platform to discover potential signaling factors for interspecies 
communication. In addition, the study indicates that hydroxylated long-chain fatty acids, 
such as 12-HSA, may constitute a new class of interspecies signaling factors.  




Microbes use signaling factors (SFs) for intraspecies and interspecies 
communications19. Over the course of the past three decades, a series of SFs have been 
discovered, which include autoinducers, such as N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHL),26 
furanosyl borate esters called AI-2,82 diffusible signal factors (DSF),33 3-hydroxypalmitic 
methyl esters,83 indole and its derivatives,84 and cyclic peptides, such as autoinducing 
peptides and diketopiperazines85–87. While many SFs have been characterized, the 
chemical lexicon of microbes as we know today is limited because only a small number 
of microbes have been studied thus far.  
One limiting factor in the discovery of microbial SFs is the cultivation method. Most 
known SFs were discovered from axenic cultures21,26,65,88,89. While axenic culture is a 
tractable and reproducible system, its use could limit our ability to discover interspecies 
SFs because microbes in axenic cultures do not need to communicate with other 
microbial species. In fact, most known SFs are for intraspecies communication. Another 
approach that could be used for SF discovery is co-cultivation. Many bioactive small 
molecules have been found from artificial mixtures of known microbes9,90–92. Yet, co-
cultivation might not be an ideal system to discover interspecies SFs, because it does not 
reflect natural microbial interactions.  
One untested, but potentially useful, system is mixed microbial culture (MMC). 
MMCs can be generated by cultivating microbial communities obtained from the 
environment, such as plants and soil samples. Since microbes in each MMC are derived 
from the same environment, they are expected to “speak” the common chemical 
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language. Therefore, MMCs could serve as a useful system to uncover potential 
interspecies SFs. At present, however, little is known about the stability of MMCs in terms 
of community structure and metabolic output. This is an important problem because, if we 
are to use MMCs as a new platform to find interspecies SFs, they must be stable and 
reproducible.  
As a first step to explore the utility of MMCs, the stability of an MMC derived from 
wheatgrass (Wheatgrass MMC) was examined. Wheatgrass MMC was used as a model 
system for several reasons. Plants, including wheatgrass, are known to harbor diverse 
microbial communities93. Yet, plant-derived MMCs have not been extensively studied in 
terms of metabolite production. While some SFs of plant pathogens, such as indole 
derivatives and DSF, have been characterized,33,54,94 exploration of non-pathogenic plant 
symbionts remains largely understudied. Thus, the purpose of this study was to 
characterize the stability of Wheatgrass MMC in terms of community structure and 
metabolic output. Furthermore, our study examined the metabolites produced by 




2.1.3.1 Preparation of Wheatgrass MMC 
 
Figure 2-1A summarizes the procedure to prepare Wheatgrass MMC. Wheatgrass 
was first rinsed in running water to remove loosely attached microbes on the surface. 
Then, the microbial community associated with wheatgrass was obtained by sonication 
in water. The resulting aqueous suspension was used to inoculate Reasoner’s 2A (R2A) 
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liquid medium, which is a low-nutrient medium suitable for the cultivation of slow-growing 
species in environmental samples. The resulting culture was used to prepare frozen 
stock. To test the stability of Wheatgrass MMC over time, cultures at three different time 
points were prepared as follows. R2A was inoculated with the frozen stock and incubated 
for one week to obtain the first time point (Week 1). The Week 1 culture was subcultured 
and grown for another week to obtain the second time point (Week 2), which, in turn, was 
subcultured and grown for another week to obtain the third time point (Week 3). Figure 
2-1B shows the image of Wheatgrass MMC under the transmission electron microscope 
(TEM).  
 
As a background control, the whole procedure was repeated without wheatgrass 
to obtain Control MMC. This control was necessary because the initial steps of our 
procedure, namely, rinsing of wheatgrass in running water and placing wheatgrass in a 
tube prior to sonication, were done outside of a biosafety cabinet. Thus, Control MMC, 
which accounted for the microbes that could be introduced from indoor dusts, was 
Figure 2-1: Preparation of Wheatgrass MMC. (A) Schematic overview. To examine the stability 
of Wheatgrass MMC over time, cultures at three different time points (Weeks 1, 2, 3) were 




prepared to determine whether microbes in Wheatgrass MMC were unique to 
wheatgrass.  
 
2.1.3.2 Stability of microbial community in Wheatgrass MMC  
The microbial communities in Control and Wheatgrass MMCs were characterized 
by 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) amplicon sequencing. Figure 2-2 shows taxonomic 
distributions of Control and Wheatgrass MMCs at the order level over three weeks (see 
Figure S1 for other taxonomic levels). The comparison between the two MMCs revealed 
more taxa in Wheatgrass MMC than 
in Control MMC. Furthermore, 
observed taxa in the two MMCs did 
not overlap except for 
Burkholderiales, suggesting that 
most taxa in Wheatgrass MMC were 
derived uniquely from wheatgrass. It 
is also noted that Rhizobiales, which 
was the predominant order (>90%) 
in Control MMC, was not observed 
in Wheatgrass MMC. In both 
Wheatgrass and Control MMCs, 
community structures shifted 
slightly during the three-week period. Wheatgrass MMC contained five orders that 
Figure 2-2. Taxonomic distributions of Control and 
Wheatgrass MMCs at the order level over three weeks. (A) 
Control MMC. (B) Wheatgrass MMC. The x-axis represents 
time after the initial inoculation, and the y-axis represents 
relative abundance of order taxon. Legend shows the orders 
observed in each culture; the “Others” category represents 
the orders whose relative abundance never exceeded 1% 
during the three-week period.  
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exceeded 1% in relative abundance during the three-week period. The most abundant 
order was Lactobacillales, which shifted from 78.4% in Week 1 to 69.4% (Week 3), 
followed by Enterobacteriales (from 4.4% in Week 1 to 15.4% in Week 3), 
Pseudomonadales (from 11.2% in Week 1 to 5.2% in Week 3), Xanthomonadales (from 
2.5% in Week 1 to 2.7% in Week 3), and Burkholderiales (from 0.6% in Week 1 to 6.4% 
in Week 3). The five orders persisted over the three-week period, even though 
Wheatgrass MMC was subcultured twice.  
 
2.1.3.3 Stability of metabolic output of Wheatgrass MMC  
To examine metabolic output, culture broth of Wheatgrass MMC was extracted 
with ethyl acetate and subjected to liquid chromatography/ mass spectrometry (LC/MS). 
As a control, culture broth of Control MMC was also analyzed. Total ion chromatograms 
from the blank injection (for background measurement), Control MMC, and Wheatgrass 
MMC were compared to identify peaks unique to Wheatgrass MMC (Figure 2-3). The 
analysis revealed four peaks that were consistently observed only in Wheatgrass MMC 





Figure 2-3 LC/MS profiles of MMC samples. MS was measured in the positive ion mode. (A) Blank. (B) 
Control MMC. (C) Wheatgrass MMC. The four peaks (i-iv) unique to Wheatgrass MMC are highlighted in 
the yellow background. Shown are representative data of triplicate experiments.  
 
Next, the stability of LC/MS profiles over time was examined. Wheatgrass MMC 
samples at Weeks 1–3 were subjected to LC/MS, which gave nearly identical 
chromatograms (Figure 2-4). Thus, the metabolic output of Wheatgrass MMC appeared 
to be stable over the three-week period. 
 
 
Figure 2-4. LC/MS profiles of Wheatgrass MMC extracts over time. MS was measured in the positive ion 
mode. (A) Week 1. (B) Week 2. (C) Week 3. The four unique peaks (i-iv) of Wheatgrass MMC are 
highlighted in the yellow background. Shown are representative data of triplicate experiments.  
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2.1.3.4 Identification of 12-hydroxystearic acid (12-HSA) in Wheatgrass MMC  
To gain structural information of the four unique peaks (i-iv), their MS data were 
further analyzed. High resolution MS revealed that molecular formulas of peaks i, ii, iii, 
and iv were C18H33N, C18H35N, C20H37N, and C18H36O3, respectively. Tandem MS 
(MS/MS) showed that smaller fragment ions from peaks i-iii were identical (data not 
shown), suggesting that they are a series of structurally related amines. However, their 
exact chemical structures remain to be clarified. On the other hand, the molecular formula 
of peak iv (C18H36O3) seemed to be consistent with a hydroxylated stearic acid. Further 
analysis of peak iv by tandem MS (MS/MS) in the negative ion mode revealed fragment 
ions at m/z 253.2533 ([C17H33O]-) 169.1595 ([C11H21O]-) and 113.0973 ([C7H13O]-) (Figure 
S2). These fragment ions matched with previously reported characteristic fragments of 
12-hydroxystearic acid (12-HSA) (Figure 2-5 and Figure S3)95. The identity of peak iv was 
subsequently confirmed as 12-HSA based on the comparisons of peak iv and a 
commercial 12- HSA sample using LC/MS retention time (Figure S4) and MS/MS 
fingerprints (Figure S5).  
 
 






2.1.3.5 Stereochemical characterization of 12-HSA in Wheatgrass MMC  
Although commercial 12-HSA, which is purified from castor oil, is known to have 
the (R) configurationb, the stereochemistry of 12-HSA from microbial sources has never 
been characterized. Since the enantiopurity of 12-HSA from Wheatgrass MMC was not 
known, we chose not to use standard methods for stereochemical analysis, such as 
Mosher’s method,96,97 that require pure derivatives. A possible alternative approach was 
the method that was originally developed for the stereochemical analysis of 10-
hydroxystearic acid (10-HSA),98 in which the methyl ester of 10-HSA was derivatized with 
(S)-(+)-O-acetyl mandelic acid and subjected to 1H NMR analysis. While this method can 
determine the enantiomeric purity of 10-HSA based on the 1H signals near 5.88 ppm (the 
methine proton of the mandelic acid moiety) and 3.67 ppm (the methyl ester),99 it was 
unclear whether the same approach could be applicable to 12-HSA. To examine the utility 
of this mandelate-based method, the (S)- (+)-O-acetyl mandelic acid derivative (4) of 
racemic 12-HSA methyl ester was prepared from commercial (R)-12-HSA (1) (Figure 
2-6A). Although 1H NMR did not clearly differentiate the two stereoisomers in the racemic 
12-HSA derivative (Figure S7), 13C NMR showed signals that are clearly different between 
the two stereoisomers, such as C-16 and C-17 (Figure 2-6B, the middle spectrum). The 
13C NMR spectrum of (R)-12-HSA derivative (Figure 2-6B, the top spectrum) was used 
for the stereochemical assignment of C-16 and C-17 signals. The 13C NMR spectrum 
of Wheatgrass MMC 12-HSA derivative (Figure 2-6B, the bottom spectrum), on the other 
hand, revealed (R)-12-HSA as the predominant (~90%) stereoisomer, although a small 
amount (~10%) of the (S)-isomer was also detected.  
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Figure 2-6. Stereochemical characterization of 12-HSA in Wheatgrass MMC. (A) Preparation of (S)-(+)-O-
acetylmadelic acid derivative of racemic 12-HSA methyl ester. (B) 13C-NMR spectra of (S)-(+)-O-
acetylmandelic acid derivatives of (R)-12-HSA methyl ester (top), racemic 12-HSA methyl ester (middle), 
and Wheatgrass MMC 12-HSA methyl ester (bottom).  
 
                                                
b Prior to this study, the stereochemistry of commercial 12-HSA was confirmed as (R) based on the Mosher’s method 
using 2-methoxy-2-(1-naphthyl)propionic acid (MαNP)(Figure S6)96,97. 
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2.1.3.6 12-HSA modulates planktonic growth and biofilm formation of marine bacteria  
The discovery of 12-HSA in a heterogeneous community like Wheatgrass MMC 
opened a possibility that 12-HSA might be an interspecies SF sensed by a broad range 
of bacterial species. As a first step to characterize how widely 12-HSA might be 
recognized by different bacterial species, the effects of 12-HSA were examined with a 
series of marine bacterial strains, which were not observed in Wheatgrass MMC. Since 
the supply of 12-HSA from Wheatgrass MMC was limited, this study used commercial 
(R)-12-HSA, which was the major stereoisomer of 12-HSA in Wheatgrass MMC.  
First, Brevundimonas mediterranea (SDH6), which is an Alphaproteobacterial strain 
previously shown to produce biofilm,100 was incubated with 12-HSA and examined for 
biofilm formation and planktonic growth. As a control, the strain was also treated with 
indole, which is a well-known interspecies SF capable of modulating biofilm formation 
positively or negatively depending on the bacterial strain94. Figure 2-7 summarizes the 
effects of indole and 12-HSA on biofilm formation and planktonic growth of B. 
mediterranea (SDH6) at 27 ◦C. Indole inhibited both biofilm formation and planktonic 
growth of this strain (Figure 2-7A). On the other hand, 12-HSA inhibited its biofilm 
formation but promoted planktonic growth slightly (Figure 2-7B). When the experiments 
were repeated at a lower temperature (19 ◦C), which could influence the extent of biofilm 
formation,101 the inhibitory effect of indole on biofilm formation was less pronounced, 
whereas 12-HSA retained its effects on biofilm formation and planktonic growth 
regardless of the temperature (Figure S8a).  
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Figure 2-7. Box-and-whisker plots of the effects of indole (control) (A) and 12-HSA (B) on biofilm formation 
and planktonic growth of B. mediterranea at 27°C. The effects are normalized by the DMSO control. Blue 
boxes show the effects of compounds on biofilm formation at different concentrations. Adjacent gray boxes 
indicate the effects on planktonic growth.  x = Mean, __ = Median, o = Data points, n=12.  
 
To characterize how 12-HSA affects different strains of a same bacterial species, 
the assays were repeated with three strains (SD3, SD8, SD9) of Alteromonas oceani, 
which is a Gammaproteobacterial species of marine origin (Figure S8b-g)100. The results 
are summarized as tile plots in Figure 2-8. Overall, the effects of 12-HSA on the planktonic 
growth of SD3, SD8, and SD9 were marginal. On the other hand, 12-HSA exhibited 
differential effects on their biofilm formation in a manner dependent on strain and 
temperature. Specifically, 12-HSA strongly promoted biofilm formation of SD3 and SD9 
at 19 ◦C and 27 ◦C, respectively, whereas it hardly affected biofilm formation of SD8 at 
both temperatures. Collectively, our results indicated that 12-HSA could differentially 
regulate biofilm formation of diverse bacterial species.  
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Figure 2-8. Tile plots summarizing the effects of indole (A and B) and 12-HSA (C and D) on biofilm formation 
and planktonic growth of marine bacterial species at 19°C and 27°C. Concentrations of the compound are 
listed on the horizontal axis in µg/mL. SD3, SD8, SD9: Alteromonas oceani strains (Gammaproteobacteria). 




Our 16S amplicon sequencing analysis revealed core microbial communities of both 
Control and Wheatgrass MMCs, which persisted through repeated propagation. Given 
the fact that MMCs were subcultured twice during the three-week period, the observed 
stability is rather remarkable. The LC/MS analysis corroborated the 16S results. MS 
peaks, which reflect metabolites present in the crude culture extracts, were stable over 
the three-week period. The consistent LC/MS profile indicated that Wheatgrass MMC 
could serve as a reproducible system to look for potential SFs for microbial 
communication.  
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Our search for potential SFs in Wheatgrass MMC led to the identification of 12-HSA. 
Similar hydroxystearic acids (C18H36O3) have also been detected in MMCs derived from 
cabbage, bamboo, and ant mound (Figure S9), although their full structures remain to be 
characterized. Furthermore, there are many reports of structurally diverse hydroxy fatty 
acids of microbial origin37,102. Fatty acids are certainly not strangers to microbial 
communication. They have been implicated in the gut microbiome gut-brain axis103. 
Diffusible signal factors (DSF), a family of mainly cis-2-unsaturated long chain fatty acids, 
are known to modulate microbial mass behaviors, such as growth, biofilm formation, and 
virulence3,19,20. However, little is currently known about the roles of hydroxylated long-
chain fatty acids in microbial communication. While 12-HSA is known as an organogelator 
with applications in food and cosmetic industries,104 its role in microbial communication 
has not been characterized. Perhaps, the most well-characterized hydroxy fatty acids of 
bacterial origin are β-hydroxy acids, such as 3-hydroxypalmitic acid, which originate from 
the lipid A moiety of lipopolysaccharide105–107. There is a report of the methyl ester of 3-
hydroxypalmitic acid acting as a quorum sensing SF in Ralstonia solanacearum108. Yet, 
it remains to be determined whether hydroxylated long chain fatty acids in general play a 
broader role in microbial communication.  
The discovery of 12-HSA in Wheatgrass MMC raised a question of its 
stereochemistry. Although commercial 12-HSA is believed to have the (R)-configuration, 
which we have verified with the Mosher’s method (Fig. S6), the stereochemistry and 
optical purity of 12-HSA in Wheatgrass MMC had to be characterized. To that end, we 
established a simple protocol based on (S)-(+)-O-acetyl mandelate derivatization, 
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followed by 13C NMR. Our analysis revealed that 12-HSA in Wheatgrass MMC consists 
mostly of the (R)-isomer but a small amount (~10%) of the (S)- isomer also exists. While 
some insects are known to use mixtures of stereoisomeric pheromones to transmit 
specific messages,109 it is currently unknown whether microbial communities also use 
stereoisomeric SF mixtures for communications.  
The current study also demonstrates that 12-HSA, which was found in a terrestrial, 
plant-based bacterial community, affected the biofilm formation of marine bacteria. As 
such, the finding opens a new possibility that hydroxylated long chain fatty acids, such as 
12-HSA, may constitute an as-yet uncharacterized group of SFs for interspecies 
communication. Importantly, the differential effects on the three A. oceani strains suggest 
that the effects of 12-HSA are not mediated by a non-specific mechanism, such as 
modulation of membrane fluidity. Instead, the observed differential effects suggest the 
presence of a distinct signaling system. Comparisons of the three A. oceani strains by 
genomic, transcriptomic, and/or proteomic tools might provide mechanistic insights into 
the mode of action of 12-HSA, which remains to be characterized. As such, further 
investigation is warranted to clarify the roles of 12-HSA in interspecies communication.  
 
2.1.5 Conclusion  
 
The current study demonstrates that MMCs can serve as a simple and 
reproducible platform for the discovery of potential interspecies SFs. In fact, although this 
was our first study to explore the utility of MMCs, 12- HSA was rapidly identified and 
characterized as a potential SF for interspecies communication. As such, the use of 
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MMCs could greatly facilitate the discovery of as-yet uncharacterized interspecies 
signals.  
 
2.1.6 Experimental section  
2.1.6.1 Preparation of cryogenic glycerol stocks of Wheatgrass MMC  
Fresh, organic wheatgrass was purchased from a local Whole Foods Market and 
rinsed with tap water to dislodge any loosely held contaminating bacteria. Blades of rinsed 
grass weighing ~0.5 g were combined with 10 mL of reverse osmosis (RO) water in a 15 
mL Falcon tube and sonicated for 10 min to dislodge resident bacteria. A control tube was 
also prepared with 10 mL of RO water and sonicated for 10 min. 1 mL aliquots of this 
water from the control sample and from the wheatgrass were inoculated into separate 50 
mL Falcon tubes containing 25 mL sterile Reasoner’s 2A (R2A) liquid media, capped 
loosely and left to grow at room temperature (25 ◦C) without shaking for 7 days. 500 μL 
of this culture was added to 500 μL of sterile 50% glycerol (aq.). The resulting mixture 
was stored at -80 ◦C.  
 
2.1.6.2 TEM 
For each MMC, a bacterial suspension was prepared. 5 μL of bacterial suspension 
was placed on a carbon-coated nickel grid. After 1 min, the sample was blotted off by 
touching the edge of the grid to filter paper. Once the grid was dry, images were taken 
with a Tecnai Spirit BioTwin electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon) operating at 
120 kV, equipped with AMT BioSprint29 digital camera.  
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2.1.6.3 Culturing and propagation  
200 μL of thawed glycerol stock of MMC was inoculated into a sterile tube 
containing 10 mL of R2A media and allowed to grow for seven days at room temperature 
(25 ◦C) without shaking. After the seven-day growth period, 200 μL of culture was 
inoculated into 10 mL sterile R2A media to propagate the culture.  
	
2.1.6.4 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing  
 
DNA extracts of MMCs at Week 1, 2, and 3 were prepared with Qiagen DNeasy 
PowerLyzer PowerSoil Kit. Purified DNA samples were quantified with Nanodrop and 
submitted to Integrated Microbiome Resource (IMR) at Dalhousie University in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia for 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing using a primer pair targeting bacterial 
V4-V5 (515F: GTGYCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA, 926R: 
CCGYCAATTYMTTTRAGTTT)110,111. The sequencing was conducted with Illumina 
MiSeq at IMR. The resulting paired-end Illumina reads were analyzed with Quantitative 
Insights into Microbial Ecology 2 (Qiime2) to characterize the microbial communities in 
MMCs112. Briefly, sequence quality control and feature table construction were carried out 
with DADA2113. Taxonomic analysis was conducted using a classifier that was trained on 
the Greengenes 13_8 99% OTUs, where sequences had been trimmed to the 16S rRNA 





The culture broths of Control and Wheatgrass MMCs were extracted with ethyl 
acetate. Solvent was removed in vacuo. Crude extracts were weighed and dissolved in 
100 μL methanol: 500 μL acetonitrile. Average sample concentrations were 0.5 mg/mL. 
10 μL of sample was diluted into 40 μL acetonitrile/water (1:1). Blank controls were 
prepared from the methanol/acetonitrile (1:5) mixture and diluted with acetonitrile/ water 
(1:1) as described above. 5 μL sample was injected into Agilent iFunnel 6550 Q-ToF 
coupled to Agilent 1290 Infinity LC system equipped with Agilent Eclipse C18 column, 1.8 
μm, 2.1 × 50 mm. Method: Solvent A, water with 0.1% formic acid, solvent B, acetonitrile 
with 0.1% formic acid; gradient of 2–98% acetonitrile in 18 min; flow rate of 0.4 mL/min; 
column temperature at 30 ◦C. MS/MS settings: MS scan range 100–1200 m/z, where two 
most abundant precursors selected for MS/MS (range 50–800); collision energy of 50 eV 
(positive mode) and 35 eV (negative mode). Source settings: gas temperature at 250 ◦C, 
drying gas at 17 L/min, nebulizer at 30 psi, sheath gas temperature at 250 ◦C, and sheath 
gas flow at 12 L/min.  
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2.1.6.6 12-HSA methyl ester  
 
To a solution of commercial (R)-12-HSA (1) (50 mg, 0.17 mmol) in 
toluene/methanol (4:1) (1 mL) was added 200 μL of 2 M TMS diazomethane in hexane 
(Sigma-Aldrich). The mixture was concentrated in vacuo and the residue was purified by 
silica gel chromatography to obtain the purified product (40 mg, 0.13 mmol, 75%). 1H 
NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.64 (3H, s), 3.55 (1H, m), 2.27 (2H, t, J = 7.6 Hz), 1.59 (2H, 
m), 1.50–1.20 ppm (27H, m), 0.86 (3H, t, J = 7.0 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 
174.61, 72.19, 51.69, 37.69, 37.67, 34.33, 32.07, 29.89, 29.79, 29.71, 29.62, 29.59, 
29.45, 29.35, 25.86, 25.84, 25.16, 22.85, 14.33. HRMS (ESI; m/z) Calc’d for C19H38O3Na 
[M+Na]+ 337.2719; found 337.2715.  
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2.1.6.7 Racemic 12-HSA methyl ester 
To a solution of commercial (R)-12-HSA methyl ester (31 mg, 0.1 mmol) in dry 
dichloromethane (1 mL) was added Dess-Martin periodinane (42 mg, 0.1 mmol). The 
reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 h. The mixture was concentrated 
in vacuo and the residue was purified by silica gel chromatography to obtain the keto 
product 2 (25 mg, 0.08 mmol, 80%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.59 (3H, s), 2.31 (4H, 
m), 2.23 (2H, t, J = 7.5 Hz), 1.55 (2H, m), 1.48 (4H, m), 1.15–1.28 ppm (18H, m), 0.80 
(3H, t, J = 7.0 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 211.82, 174.37, 51.48, 42.85, 42.81, 
34.11, 31.63, 29.40, 29.25, 29.23, 29.14, 28.95, 24.95, 23.86, 23.85, 22.52, 14.06. HRMS 
(ESI; m/z) Calc’d for C19H37O3 [M+H]+ 313.2737; found 313.2737. 2 (18 mg, 0.06 mmol) 
was then dissolved in dry methanol (1 mL). NaBH4 (3 mg, 0.081 mmol) was added to the 
solution, and the mixture was stirred at RT for 1 h. The mixture was concentrated in vacuo 




2.1.6.8 (S)-(+)-O-acetylmandelic acid derivatives of 12-HSA methyl ester (4)  
To a solution of 12-HSA methyl ester (4 mg, 12.7 μmol) dry dichloromethane (1 
mL) was added (S)-(+)-O-acetylmandelic acid (14.6 mg, 75 μmol), EDC (14.4 mg, 78 
μmol), DMAP (1.5 mg, 12.3 μmol) The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature 
for 24 h. The mixture was concentrated in vacuo and the residue was purified by silica 
gel chromatography to obtain the (S)-(+)-O-acetylmandelic acid derivative (3 mg, 5.8 
μmol, 46%). The racemic mixture (4): 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 174.60, 174.59, 
170.52, 168.95, 134.34, 129.31, 128.86, 127.82, 76.23, 74.96, 51.69, 34.35, 34.33, 34.08, 
31.89, 31.77, 29.69, 29.66, 29.63, 29.61, 29.59, 29.56, 29.45, 29.37, 29.33, 29.23, 29.10, 
25.37, 25.32, 25.17, 24.92, 24.85, 22.78, 22.64, 20.99, 14.31, 14.27. The (R)-isomer: 1H 
NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.45 (2H, m), 7.35 (3H, m), 5.85 (1H, s), 4.85 (1H, quint, J = 
6.2 Hz), 3.65 (3H, s), 2.28 (2H, t, J = 7.6 Hz), 2.18 (3H, s), 1.61 (2H, m), 1.50 (2H, m), 
1.35 (2H, m), 1.30–1.20 (16H, m), 1.12 (2H, m), 1.01 (4H, m), 0.86 (2H, m), 0.80 (3H, t, 
J = 7.4 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 174.61, 170.52, 168.95, 134.33, 129.31, 
128.86, 127.82, 76.23, 74.97, 51.69, 34.36, 34.34, 34.08, 31.77, 29.70, 29.66, 29.63, 
29.46, 29.36, 29.11, 25.37, 25.18, 24.85, 22.64, 20.99, 14.27. HRMS (ESI; m/z) Calc’d 
for C29H47O6 [M+H]+ 491.3367; found 491.3371.  
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2.1.6.9 Assays for planktonic growth and biofilm formation  
One isolate of B. mediterranea (SDH6) and three strains of A. oceani (SD3, SD8 
and SD9) were recovered as described previously100. Indole (Alfa Aesar A14427, 
Haverhill, MA) and 12-HSA (Alfa Aesar 44810, Haverhill, MA) were purchased to have 
sufficient quantities for our assays. Since compounds were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO), DMSO was used as the vehicle control. Planktonic growth was quantified by 
OD600, whereas biofilm formation was characterized with crystal violet staining, as 
described previously114. Assays were performed at two different temperatures (19 ◦C and 
27 ◦C). In the assays at 19 ◦C, bacteria were incubated with the compounds for 96 h, 
whereas the assays at 27 ◦C used a shorter incubation period (48 h). In the planktonic 
growth assay of 12-HSA, the addition of the compound turned the culture broth turbid. As 
such, OD600 readings of cultures treated with 12-HSA were corrected by OD600 
readings of 12-HSA in media without culture. For each treatment condition, 12 data points 
were obtained.  
 
2.1.6.10 Data availability  
Sequence files are available from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) with 
accession number PRJNA672656. Mass spectrometric data sets are available from 
GNPS under accession number MSV000086394.  
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3 CHAPTER THREE 
3.1 Unambiguous Stereochemical Identification of cyclo(Phe-Pro), cyclo(Leu-
Pro), and cyclo(Val-Pro)  
 
3.1.1 Abstract 
2,5-diketopiperazines (DKPs) are cyclic dipeptides ubiquitously found in nature. In 
particular, cyclo(Phe-Pro), cyclo(Leu-Pro), and cyclo(Val-Pro) are frequently detected in 
many microbial cultures. Each of these DKPs has four possible stereoisomers due to the 
presence of two chirality centers. Yet, absolute configurations of natural DKPs are often 
ambiguous due to the lack of a simple method for stereochemical assignment. This is an 
important problem because stereochemistry is a key determinant of biological activity. 
Here, we report a synthetic DKP library containing all stereoisomers of cyclo(Phe-Pro), 
cyclo(Leu-Pro), and cyclo(Val-Pro). The library was constructed via a facile microwave-
assisted approach. The synthesized library was subjected to spectroscopic 
characterization using mass spectrometry, NMR, and electronic circular dichroism (ECD). 
ECD turned out to be a simple yet sensitive method to differentiate all four stereoisomers 
of each DKP. Thus, our ECD data set can serve as a reference to assign stereochemistry 
of cyclo(Phe-Pro), cyclo(Leu-Pro), and cyclo(Val-Pro) even when available sample is 
limited. The DKP library is also being examined with biological assays, including biofilm 






2,5-diketopiperazines (DKP) are cyclic dipeptides isolated from natural sources, 
namely microbes. Because they are built from amino acids with stereocenters at the R-
side chains, they possess stereochemistry, except those containing glycine. DKPs are 
well-documented and well-studied semi-rigid molecules with promiscuity for several 
receptors and enzymes due to their possession of both H-bond donor and acceptor 
groups115. As a result, a diverse array of bioactivity has been reported, from antibiotic, 
anticancer, antifungal, and antiviral properties, sometimes dependent on 
stereochemistry46,49. Thus, to reliably elucidate bioactivity’s dependence on 
stereochemistry, correct assignment of DKP absolute configuration is crucial.  
An unknown DKP was isolated from a mixed microbial culture (MMC) and a 
literature search revealed a putative match. A 1HNMR spectrum of the isolated DKP 
aligned signal-for-signal with a recently reported spectrum of cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro)116. 
However, it was unknown as to whether this spectrum could have also belonged to the 
enantiomer, cyclo(D-Phe-L-Pro), as NMR spectra for enantiomers are identical. Thus, 
there was need to determine the absolute configuration of the isolated DKP to resolve the 
putative ID. The methods that have been long utilized by other researchers are optical 
rotation measurements or a modified Marfey’s method. However, these techniques are 
problematic for stereochemical determination of the chirality centers on the six-membered 
ring of the DKP. Optical rotation is subject to high variability depending on concentration 
and solvent, and typically requires more material (on the order of 10-20 milligrams) than 
can be isolated from microbial cultures. Jasco recommends using at least 10 
milligrams117. Modified Marfey’s method involves the acid hydrolysis of peptide bonds to 
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generate the amino acid constituents118. They are subject to derivatization with a chiral 
agent such as 1-fluoro-2-4-dinitrophenyl-5-L-alanine amide (FDAA, Marfey’s reagent). 
Subsequent HPLC analysis of the resulting diastereomers and derivatized standards is 
used to classify the amino acid stereochemistry. Not only is Marfey’s method destructive 
and labor intensive, but DKPs are subject to epimerization in acidic or basic environments 
used to hydrolyze the peptide bonds119. Steinberg and Bada reported that hydrolysis of 
diketopiperazines may either regenerate the original dipeptide or create an inverted 
dipeptide120. Thus, the modified Marfey’s method could mislead the researcher about the 
true stereochemistry of the amino acids in the DKP if the centers have epimerized. Thus, 
there was a knowledge gap: a need for a straightforward and sensitive method for 
determination of DKP absolute configuration. We turned to electronic circular dichroism 
(ECD). However, there was no guarantee that this method could distinguish 
stereoisomers. We devised an experiment which involved synthesis of a DKP library to 
test if ECD could serve as a method to determine absolute configuration of our isolated 
DKP. 
A combination of spectral approaches was undertaken in this study. MS, NMR, and 
ECD were utilized as the analytical tools to validate DKP structure and stereochemistry. 
ECD relies upon the preferential absorption of circularly polarized light by optically active 
molecules, resulting in a characteristic spectral pattern. Enantiomers display positive and 
negative spectra, which help to differentiate them121. Because ECD is not an empirical 
method, it relies on comparison to a standard. Thus, it was necessary to synthesize a 
library to which we could compare our unknown. In our studies, we measured ECD 
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spectra of the synthetic DKPs over a range of wavelengths in the UV portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum followed by analysis of the isolated DKP for comparison.  
ECD is a common tool for researchers analyzing optically active molecules122. 
However, it is puzzling why it has not been applied to DKPs, especially with the limitations 
of optical rotation and the modified Marfey’s method. Here, we set out to evaluate ECD 
as a potentially viable method for the determination of DKP stereochemistry to resolve 
any ambiguity provided by alternative methods and serve as a useful reference for other 
researchers. 
While there is tremendous evidence of the bioactivity of DKPs, one conspicuously 
absent part of these studies is the assessment of their stereochemistry-bioactivity 
relationship. It has not been systematically examined and thus, there is limited data on 
the subject. To date, only antibiotic activity has been explored, with claims that DKPs 
possessing D configurations at one or both stereocenters results in lower minimum 
inhibitory concentrations (MIC)50. As a part of this study, we also set out to explore if DKP 











3.1.3.1 Stereochemistry of isolated cyclo(phe-pro) isomer resolved   
Here we used an antmound-associated mixed microbial culture (MMC) as a 
platform for discovery of molecules associated with chemical communication. MMC is an 
emerging tool that was recently shown to be a reproducible source of bioactive secondary 
metabolites81. Figure 3-1 identifies the taxonomic distribution of bacterial orders in this 
antmound MMC. To investigate the secreted metabolites produced by this diverse 
community of microorganisms, organic extraction was performed on the spent, filtered 
culture medium. After several fractionations were performed on the MMC extract, a pure, 
unknown molecule was isolated. 
Figure 3-1. Leaf-cutter Antmound MMC 16S bacterial community analysis with taxonomic distributions. 
The y-axis represents relative abundance of order taxon. Legend shows the orders observed in each 
culture; the “others” category represents the orders whose relative abundance was below 1%. Data are 





Figure 3-2. a. 1HNMR spectra from the isolated DKP (top, blue spectrum) and ‘compound 5’ identified as 
“cyclo(D-Pro-L-Phe)” from the literature (bottom, black spectrum), b. mass spectrum of isolated molecule 
showing [M+H]+ of m/z 245.1 and [M+Na]+ of m/z 267.1, c. GNPS library hit to cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro). Note: 
bottom image in 3-2a. is republished from supplementary figure S29, Marine Drugs, Volume 17, Issue 10, 
Shaala et al., Bioactive Diketopiperazines and Nucleoside Derivatives from a Sponge-Derived 
Streptomyces Species, Pages 584, Copyright 2019. This is an open access article distributed under the 
Creative Commons Attribution License which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in 
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
 
A combination of 1HNMR and MS analysis, literature consultation, and a bronze 
Global Natural Products library hit suggested that our isolated molecule was a DKP that 
contained phenylalanine and proline of L and D configurations, respectively71,116. Figure 
3-2a shows matching 1HNMR spectra of the isolated DKP and what Shaala and 
colleagues referred to as “compound 5 cyclo(D-Pro-L-Phe)”. Their identification had been 
made with a modified Marfey’s method in conjunction with NMR, and because this 
molecule was re-discovered, the researchers used previous literature reports to verify it50. 
However, data for ‘cyclo(D-Pro-L-Phe)’ does not appear in the cited literature. Figure 3-2b 
shows the MS data from the isolated DKP and Figure 3-2c shows the GNPS library hit 
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data from the crude MMC extract. It is important to highlight that while the GNPS library 
hit was helpful in identifying the amino acid composition of the DKP, reported as ‘cyclo(L-
Phe-D-Pro)’, the stereochemistry was not definitive because mass spectrometry cannot 
differentiate stereoisomers. 
 
Figure 3-3. Synthetic library of 2,5-diketopiperazines containing all possible stereoisomers of 1-4. 
cyclo(Phe-Pro), 5-8. cyclo(Leu-Pro), and 9-12. cyclo(Val-Pro). 
 
It was not until the construction of a synthetic reference library (Figure 3-3) was 
completed that an official assignment of the amino acid stereochemistry could be 
attempted. This library represents DKPs with amino acid compositions which are 
frequently encountered, made by microbes such as bacteria and fungus49,50,115,116,123. We 
made cyclo(Phe-Pro), cyclo(Val-Pro), and cyclo(Leu-Pro) in all their stereochemical 
permutations. Because DKPs contain two chirality centers, there are four possible 
stereoisomers that can be formed. This library of commonly encountered aliphatic DKPs 










































































isolated natural cyclo(Phe-Pro), and 2. to test DKPs of other amino acids to see if ECD 
could distinguish their four stereoisomers. 
Figure 3-4 shows the synthetic scheme modified from the literature124. Reversed-
phase HPLC was used to purify the library and NMR, MS, UV, and ECD analysis were 
used to validate it. See APPENDIX II for complete datasets. The isolated DKP, cyclo(Phe-
Pro), was compared to the synthetic cyclo(Phe-Pro) DKPs and its assignment disagreed 
with Shaala et al116.  
 
Figure 3-4. Scheme modified from the literature for the synthesis of the 2,5-diketopiperazine library. 
 
Figure 3-5 shows that the ECD spectrum most closely resembles that of the synthetic 
cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro). Figure 3-6 shows the 1HNMR spectrum of the synthetic cyclo(L-Phe-
L-Pro) compared to the isolated cyclo(Phe-Pro) and its signals align. 
Reagents and conditions: 
a. peptide coupling: EDC/NMM in CH2Cl2, 
b. deprotection and cyclization: H2O, 180oC, 10 min, microwave
adapted from Tullberg et al. 2007
1-4 R1 = L- or D-benzyl, R2 = ethyl/methyl (ester of D- or L-proline)
5-8 R1 = L- or D-isobutyl, R2 = ethyl/methyl (ester of D- or L-proline)






























Figure 3-7. ECD spectra of synthetic cyclo(Leu-Pro) isomers 
 
Figure 3-8. ECD spectra of synthetic cyclo(Val-Pro) isomers. 
 
The original goal of our study was to use vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) to 
analyze the library to assess stereochemical information and to address the novelty of 
the technique, as it has not been extensively applied to DKP stereochemistry125. Because 
it examines circular dichroism over the vibrational regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum (rather than ultraviolet), we would expect it to provide more complex, 
individualized spectra, giving signals for IR-active bonds such as C=O, N-H, and C-N. 
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However, we opted to try ECD first since it requires less material (0.1 mg/mL) than VCD 
(10 mg/mL) to give a signal. It turned out to be a sensitive and easy method to differentiate 
each stereoisomer (Figure 3-5, Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8). The signal from the peptide bonds 
at 200-230 nm was strong enough to produce an informative signal for each DKP 
examined.  
As we would expect, the enantiomeric pairs (for example, LD and DL pairs, or LL 
and DD pairs) have spectra of opposing signs as they rotate circularly polarized light in 
opposite directions. And diastereomers like LD and LL have completely different curves 
as they have different physical properties. This can be witnessed in any of the spectral 
data for the three sets of DKPs (Figure 3-5, Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8). 
Moreover, ECD spectra showed that cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro) had a completely 
different curve from that of the natural sample, showing yet another piece of evidence 
that disagreed with the literature. By using NMR and ECD in tandem, we identified the 
unknown DKP as being cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro) (Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6).  
 
3.1.3.2 Stereochemistry-activity relationships  
An assessment of DKP stereochemistry-activity relationships was performed here 
through biofilm assays with Escherichia coli, as detailed in Figure 3-9.  
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Figure 3-9. E. coli biofilm assay results for the synthetic DKPs. All isomers of cyclo(Phe-Pro), cyclo(Leu-
Pro), and cyclo(Val-Pro) were tested. Media was a background control, DMSO served as a non-
treatment, and indole is a known biofilm inhibitor. Results are the average of ten replicate experiments. 
 
While the work is preliminary, it suggests that certain stereoisomers have distinct 
biofilm modulatory activity as compared to others. For example, among the cyclo(Phe-
Pro) isomers, the DL isomer demonstrates the highest stimulation of biofilm as compared 
to the non-treatment. All four isomers of cyclo(Val-Pro) stimulate the formation of biofilms, 
while LD and its enantiomer, DL, have markedly different behavior, which is surprising. 
The cyclo(Leu-Pro) set of isomers do not display a significant effect on biofilm formation 







In the past, researchers relied on mining reference optical rotation data from the 
literature and/or using Marfey’s method to assign DKP stereochemistry50,116,119,126,127. 
Either approach is not ideal. For example, without standards to compare to, optical 
rotation can be misleading. Marfey’s method relies on standards. But it has limitations 
including the need for derivatization, samples that decompose upon on acidic hydrolysis 
cannot be used, and there is decreased resolution for some amino acids116,128. But 
pertinent to this study is avoiding the threat of DKP epimerization. Although it has been 
applied in many studies of cyclic dipeptides, Marfey’s method was not designed for DKPs, 
but instead, single amino acids and acyclic dipeptides, which are more stable than 
DKPs127,129. Other researchers have acknowledged the drawbacks of Marfey’s method 
that has resulted in partial or complete epimerization of natural peptides, leading to mis-
assignment of stereochemistry130,131. And with the reported ease of epimerization at H6 
of Pro-containing DKPs, it is quite risky to subject them to acidic environments needed 
for hydrolysis119,132. Surprisingly, ECD analysis has not been utilized very frequently in 
other DKP studies perhaps because the methods mentioned above were already 
established as defaults. In addition to being sensitive, nondestructive, and avoiding the 
need for derivatization, another advantage of ECD is that it examines absorption over a 
range of wavelengths rather than one, as in the case of optical rotation that uses 589.3 
nm, the wavelength of the sodium D-line.  
To further validate the synthetic DKP library, an extensive comparative analysis 
was conducted with the literature. The paper by Adamczeski and colleagues served a 
main reference to many of the DKPs from the synthetic library119. Their findings were 
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seminal because they contained the first report of several DKPs from a natural source, 
the sponge Calyx cf. podatypa. Our synthetic cyclo(D-Phe-D-Pro) and cyclo(D-Val-L-Pro) 
coincided with their data. But their cyclo(D-Leu-D-Pro) and cyclo(D-Leu-L-Pro) data 
disagreed with our synthetic date at proton assignments H9, H10, NH, and carbon 
assignments C6, C9, and C10. See Figure S57 and Figure S65 for more details. Bull and 
colleagues completely reassigned their stereochemistry assignments since 
determinations were made only by comparison to polarimetry reports123. In addition to the 
discrepancy mentioned in the introduction, this ambiguity further emphasized the need 
for a more systematic approach to determination of DKP stereochemistry. Wang and 
colleagues reported the discovery of cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro) and cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro) and 











Table 1. NMR data of 1. Cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro) (1HNMR, 500 MHz; 13C NMR, 126 MHz, CDCl3) 
Number dC (type) dH (mult., J (Hz) 
1 164.14 (C=O) - 
3 44.35 (CH2) 3.61 (dt, J = 11.6, 8.5 Hz, 1H), 3.43 – 3.31 (m, 1H) 
4 21.02 (CH2) 1.96 – 1.86 (m, 1H), 1.79 – 1.62 (m, 1H) 
5 28.74 (CH2) 2.15 (dt, J = 12.4, 6.4 Hz, 1H), 1.79 – 1.62 (m, 1H) 
6 56.99 (CH-N) 2.75 (dd, J = 10.8, 6.4 Hz, 1H) 
7 170 (C=O) - 
8(NH)  9.27 
9 58.34 (CH-N) 4.31 (q, J = 4.6 Hz, 1H), 
10 39.16 3.21 (dd, J = 13.8, 5.6 Hz, 1H), 3.06 (dd, J = 13.8, 4.2 Hz, 1H) 
1’ 135.03 (qC) - 
2’ 127.31(CH) 7.31 (s, 2H), 
3’ 130 (CH) 7.21 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 
4’ 128.71(CH) 7.39 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 1H) 
 
Table 2. NMR data of 2. Cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro) (1HNMR, 500 MHz; 13C NMR, 126 MHz, CDCl3) 
Number dC (type) dH (mult., J (Hz) 
1 165.05 (C=O) - 
   
3 45.49 (CH2) 3.65 – 3.54 (m, 2H) 
4 22.51 (CH2) 2.08 – 2.02 (m, 1H), 2.02 – 1.87 (m, 1H). 
5 28.33 (CH2) 2.36 (dt, J = 13.4, 5.7 Hz, 1H), 2.02 – 1.87 (m, 1H) 
6 59.12 (CH-N) 4.11 (t, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H) 
7 169.70 (C=O) - 
8(NH)  5.92 (s, 1H) 
9 56.31 (CH-N) 4.32 (dd, J = 10.4, 3.7 Hz, 1H) 
10 36.80 (CH2) 3.65 – 3.54 (m, 1H), 2.36 (dt, J = 13.4, 5.7 Hz, 1H), 
1’ 135.77 (qC) - 
2’ 129.17 (CH) 7.25 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H) 
3’ 129.27 (CH) 7.38 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H) 






















COSY correlation HMBC correlation
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See Table 1 and Table 2 for detailed assignments and correlations of the synthetic 
cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro) and cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro) DKP NMR data. As reported by Wang, the 
main difference between these two diastereomers is their proton assignments at H6 and 
H9, due to the cis/trans relationship in the diastereomers127. The chemical shift at H6 is 
2.75 ppm in the LD or trans configuration and it shifts downfield to 4.11 ppm in the LL or 
cis configuration. This has been explained due to shielding effects of the aromatic ring in 
its folding over the prolyl ring and H6 in the LD configuration133. 
The goal of this study was to highlight an unambiguous method to determine the 
stereochemistry of DKPs. Here, we demonstrate that electronic circular dichroism is a 
suitable technique. Here, we have not only confirmed the identity of a natural DKP, but 
we have also determined its stereochemistry, which ultimately contradicted the literature. 
It turned out to be the diastereomer of what was reported by Shaala and co-workers116. 
Instead of being cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro), it was cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro), as corroborated by 
1HNMR and ECD data. While our approach depends on comparison to a synthetic 
standard, the methodology is simple. Moreover, the green, microwave-assisted, facile 
construction of the DKP library allows for assessment of a wide array of biological tests 
to investigate stereochemistry-activity relationships.  
Ours is the first assessment of DKP stereochemistry and biofilm modulation to 
date. Other studies have shown the biofilm inhibitory or stimulatory behavior of these 
molecules. However, some of these bioactivity studies either only identified the 
constituent amino acids present without attending to stereochemistry, or only looked at 
one stereoisomer without comparison to others134–137. 
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Future ideas for this research include a more extensive survey of the biofilm 
modulating activities of different stereoisomers of known DKPs. Our preliminary findings 
suggest that Val-Pro-containing DKPs stimulate biofilms as compared to the non-
treatment, and there is a marked difference between the enantiomers, cyclo(L-Val-D-Pro) 
and cyclo(D-Val-L-Pro). While both isomers increase biofilm formation in E. coli, the LD 
has a higher stimulatory effect then DL. This is interesting because being enantiomers, 
they have the same shape but opposite handedness. This difference could have a direct 
role on the mode of action of the Val-Pro-containing DKP. Perhaps its target is a chiral 
receptor or enzyme. Some studies suggest that DKPs with specific stereochemistry use 
quorum sensing to affect biofilm formation through indirect interactions with LuxR, the 
receptor that responds to acyl homoserine lactone signals (AHLs)137,138.  
 
3.1.5 Materials and Methods 
 
3.1.5.1 General Experimental Procedures 
ECD spectra were obtained on an Applied Photophysics Chirascan™ V100 
Circular Dichroism Spectrophotometer with a 1 mm optical path quartz cuvette. Spectra 
were taken at 25oC at a wavelength range from 190-300 nm at a concentration of 0.1 
mg/mL. Ellipticity measurements were corrected against a methanol background using 
the same cuvette. CD data were analyzed using the Chirascan software. UV data was 
collected on a Beckman-Coulter DU® 800 UV/Visible Spectrophotometer with a 1 cm 
optical path length quartz cuvette. Spectra were measured at room temperature at a 
wavelength range from 190-300 nm. Molar absorptivity measurements were corrected 
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against a methanol background using the same cuvette. One- and two-dimensional NMR 
spectra were recorded on either 600 MHz Bruker Avance III or 500 MHz Bruker Avance 
DRX spectrometers using CDCl3 as the solvent. TMS was used as a reference. Positive 
ion MS spectra were obtained using both an Agilent iFunnel 6550 Q-ToF LC/MS system 
using m/z 120.0808 and 922.0098 as reference masses and an Agilent 6340 Ion Trap 
with Electron Transfer Dissociation LC/MS system. Collision energy for HRESI-MS/MS 
settings was 35 eV. For column chromatography, silica gel (Sigma Aldrich 60 mesh) was 
used. HPLC purifications were done on a semi-preparative HPLC column (Waters 
XBridge Prep C18 5uM 19mm x 100mm) connected to an Agilent 1260 Infinity LC system. 
Pre-coated silica gel plates (Chemscene HPTLC Silica Gel 60 F254) were used for thin 
layer chromatography. Microwave used for deprotection and cyclization was the Biotage® 
Initiator. 
 
3.1.5.2 Preparation of cryogenic glycerol stocks of antmound MMC 
Samples from a leaf-cutter ant (Atta colombica) waste dump here referred to as 
“antmound” was collected in Costa Rica’s Osa Peninsula with permission from 
CONAGEBIO. It was rinsed gently with tap water to dislodge any loosely held 
contaminating bacteria.  Material weighing ~0.5 grams was combined with 10 mL of 
reverse osmosis (RO) water in a 15 mL Falcon tube and sonicated for 10 minutes to 
dislodge resident bacteria.  A control tube was also prepared with 10 mL of RO water and 
sonicated for 10 minutes. 1 mL of this water from the control sample and from the 
antmound were inoculated into separate 50 mL Falcon tubes containing 25 mL sterile 
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Reasoner’s 2A (R2A) liquid media, capped loosely and left to grow at room temperature 
(25oC) without shaking until turbid (~5-7 days). 500 µL of this culture was added to sterile 
Eppendorf tubes with sterile 50% glycerol (aq) and stored in a -80oC freezer.   
 
3.1.5.3 Culturing and propagation 
200 µL of thawed glycerol stock of antmound bacterial culture was inoculated into 
sterile glass 1L bottles containing 1L of R2A media and allowed to grow for seven days 
in the conditions previously described. After the seven-day growth period, 200 µL of 
culture was inoculated into 1L sterile R2A media to propagate the culture, also known as 
sub-culturing.  
 
3.1.5.4 Microbial community analysis 
DNA extracts of the bacterial cultures were prepared with DNeasy PowerLyzer 
PowerSoil Kit and submitted for next generation sequencing via Illumina MiSeq. 16S 
rRNA amplicon sequencing was performed by the Centre for Genomics Enhanced 
Medicine at Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Amplicon sequencing of the 
bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA gene was done using bacterial primer set V4/V5. Qiime2, 
the bioinformatics pipeline, was used to analyze the reads.  
 
3.1.5.5 Organic extraction  
 
Control and antmound bacterial cultures were subjected to 20% v/v LLE ethyl 
acetate to promote the extraction of a wide variety of small molecules. Cultures were 
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extracted twice with fresh solvent and then discarded.  Solvent was concentrated by roto-
evaporation in a water bath at 35oC. Crude extracts were weighed and stored at 4oC. 
 
3.1.5.6 Purification and isolation of natural 2,5-diketopiperazine 
Thirty liters of antmound culture were extracted with ethyl acetate to yield 800 mg 
of crude material. This was fractionated on three silica gel columns with 
dichloromethane/methanol gradients. Fraction 2-5-13 (8 mg) was subjected to HPLC 
(settings: Agilent Zorbax C8 column, mobile phase 30%-100% methanol, 0-5 min 0-30% 
ramp, ~21 min 100%, total run time 30 min, flow rate 1mL/min). UV-active (254 nm) 
fractions were collected. They were screened with LC-MS and the ten-minute fraction 
was found to contain pure material. Samples were dried in vacuo and subjected to 1HNMR 
analysis. Mass spectral analysis suggests presence of two isomers of cyclo(leu-pro), but 
quantities were insufficient for isolation. The same DKP was isolated from wheatgrass 
MMC and purified on prep HPLC to yield 0.3 mg of material. It was ultimately used for the 
final ECD measurement featured in Figure 3-5 when the DKP quantity from antmound 
was insufficient. 
 
3.1.5.7 Construction of synthetic DKP library 
2,5-diketopiperazines (DKP) were synthesized as described previously with minor 
adjustments124. The microwave temperature used was 180oC instead of 200oC. Boc-
protected amino acids L-phenylalanine, D-phenylalanine, L-leucine, D-leucine, L-valine, 
D-valine, and L-proline methyl, D-Proline ethyl esters were purchased from TCI.  
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3.1.5.8 Purification of synthetic DKPs 
Samples were eluted from the silica gel column with 95% dichloromethane: 5% 
methanol. Further purification was done by semi-preparative HPLC (settings: mobile 
phase: 5-95% acetonitrile containing 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid, flow rate 15 mL/min with 
210 nm and 254 nm detection). Fractions containing cyclo(Phe-Pro) eluted between 7-
7.6 minutes (254 nm), cyclo(Leu-Pro) eluted between 6.4-6.7 minutes (210 nm), 




yield: 88%, yellow oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.39 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 1H), 7.31 (s, 2H), 
7.21 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 4.31 (q, J = 4.6 Hz, 1H), 3.61 (dt, J = 11.6, 8.5 Hz, 1H), 3.43 – 
3.31 (m, 1H), 3.21 (dd, J = 13.8, 5.6 Hz, 1H), 3.06 (dd, J = 13.8, 4.2 Hz, 1H), 2.75 (dd, J 
= 10.8, 6.4 Hz, 1H), 2.15 (dt, J = 12.4, 6.4 Hz, 1H), 1.96 – 1.86 (m, 1H), 1.79 – 1.62 (m, 
2H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.03, 164.14, 134.79, 130.00, 128.71, 127.31, 
58.34, 56.99, 44.35, 39.16, 28.74, 21.02. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (4800); HRMS 
(ESI, m/z): [M + H]+ calculated for C14H16N2O2, 245.1285; observed, 245.1287.  
 
(2): Cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro)/(3S,8aS)-3-benzylhexahydropyrrolo[1,2-a]pyrazine-1,4-dione: 
yield: colorless oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.38 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.31 (t, J = 7.2 
Hz, 1H), 7.25 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 5.92 (s, 1H), 4.32 (dd, J = 10.4, 3.7 Hz, 1H), 4.11 (t, J 
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= 8.1 Hz, 1H), 3.68 (dt, J = 12.0, 7.9 Hz, 1H), 3.65 – 3.54 (m, 2H), 2.84 (dd, J = 14.5, 10.3 
Hz, 1H), 2.36 (dt, J = 13.4, 5.7 Hz, 1H), 2.08 – 2.02 (m, 1H), 2.02 – 1.87 (m, 2H).13C NMR 
(126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 169.70, 165.05, 135.77, 129.27, 129.17, 127.60, 59.12, 56.31, 45.49, 
36.80, 28.33, 22.51. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (3700); HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M + H]+ 
calculated for C14H16N2O2, 245.1285; observed, 245.1290. 
 
(3): Cyclo(D-Phe-L-Pro)/(3R,8aS)-3-benzylhexahydropyrrolo[1,2-a]pyrazine-1,4-dione: 
yield: yellow oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.41 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 1H), 7.31 (d, J = 2.1 
Hz, 2H), 7.21 (dd, J = 6.8, 2.5 Hz, 2H), 4.31 (q, J = 4.6 Hz, 1H), 3.61 (dt, J = 12.2, 8.5 Hz, 
1H), 3.42 – 3.34 (m, 1H), 3.21 (dd, J = 13.7, 5.7 Hz, 1H), 3.06 (dd, J = 13.7, 4.3 Hz, 1H), 
2.75 (dd, J = 10.7, 6.4 Hz, 1H), 2.15 (dq, J = 12.2, 6.0, 5.3 Hz, 1H), 1.98 – 1.90 (m, 1H), 
1.79 – 1.64 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.06, 165.12, 135.01, 130.00, 
128.72, 127.60, 58.70, 57.67, 45.15, 40.28, 28.82, 21.56. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 nm 




yield: colorless oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.37 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.31 (t, J = 7.3 
Hz, 1H), 7.27 – 7.23 (m, 2H), 6.07 (s, 1H), 4.36 – 4.27 (m, 1H), 4.11 (t, J = 6.2, 4.0 Hz, 
1H), 3.68 (dt, J = 11.9, 7.8 Hz, 1H), 3.64 – 3.55 (m, 2H), 2.86 (dd, J = 14.5, 10.2 Hz, 1H), 
2.40 – 2.29 (m, 1H), 2.09 – 1.99 (m, 1H), 2.00 – 1.86 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) 
δ 169.86, 165.05, 135.68, 129.26, 129.21, 127.62, 77.29, 77.03, 76.78, 59.11, 56.36, 
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45.51, 37.94, 36.79, 28.32, 22.48. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (3700); HRMS (ESI, m/z): 
[M + H]+ calculated for C14H16N2O2, 245.1285; observed, 245.1290. 
 
(5): Cyclo(L-Leu-D-Pro)/(3S,8aR)-3-isobutylhexahydropyrrolo[1,2-a]pyrazine-1,4-dione: 
yield: colorless oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.93 (s, 1H), 4.10 (dd, J = 9.7, 6.5 Hz, 
1H), 3.99 – 3.91 (m, 1H), 3.64 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 3.55 (dd, J = 9.1, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 2.44 – 
2.36 (m, 1H), 2.09 – 1.97 (m, 2H), 1.95 – 1.86 (m, 1H), 1.82 – 1.74 (m, 1H), 1.72 – 1.57 
(m, 2H), 0.97 (dd, J = 17.6, 6.6 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 169.76, 166.45, 
58.03, 56.25, 45.66, 42.50, 28.93, 24.43, 23.04, 22.20, 21.31. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 




yield: white solid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.92 (s, 1H), 4.12 (dd, J = 9.2, 7.3 Hz, 
1H), 4.02 (dd, J = 10.0, 3.8 Hz, 1H), 3.65 – 3.50 (m, 2H), 2.40 – 2.30 (m, 1H), 2.18 – 2.10 
(m, 1H), 2.09 – 1.99 (m, 2H), 1.96 – 1.83 (m, 1H), 1.82 – 1.68 (m, 1H), 1.57 – 1.48 (m, 
1H), 1.00 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 0.95 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 
170.17, 166.15, 59.00, 53.40, 45.52, 38.64, 28.13, 24.73, 23.30, 22.75, 21.20. UV 
(methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (1800); HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M + H]+ calculated for C11H18N2O2, 




yield: colorless oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.37 (s, 1H), 4.10 (dd, J = 9.9, 6.5 Hz, 
1H), 3.97 (dt, J = 9.7, 5.2 Hz, 1H), 3.69 – 3.59 (m, 1H), 3.59 – 3.48 (m, 1H), 2.48 – 2.31 
(m, 1H), 2.12 – 1.95 (m, 2H), 1.90 (dd, J = 9.8, 7.0 Hz, 1H), 1.84 – 1.73 (m, 1H), 1.72 – 
1.54 (m, 2H), 0.99 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 0.96 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) 
δ 170.00, 166.63, 58.05, 56.18, 45.69, 42.49, 28.91, 24.43, 23.04, 22.19, 21.31. UV 
(methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (1800); HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M + H]+ calculated for C11H18N2O2, 
211.1441; observed, 211.1444. 
 
(8): Cyclo(D-Leu-D-Pro)/(3R,8aR)-3-isobutylhexahydropyrrolo[1,2-a]pyrazine-1,4-dione: 
yield: white solid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.92 (s, 1H), 4.12 (dd, J = 9.2, 7.4 Hz, 
1H), 4.02 (dd, J = 9.6, 3.8 Hz, 1H), 3.65 – 3.50 (m, 2H), 2.40 – 2.31 (m, 1H), 2.19 – 2.11 
(m, 1H), 2.11 – 1.97 (m, 2H), 1.97 – 1.84 (m, 1H), 1.81 – 1.69 (m, 2H), 1.57 – 1.48 (m, 
1H), 1.00 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 0.96 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 
170.15, 166.16, 59.00, 53.40, 45.52, 38.63, 28.12, 24.73, 23.30, 22.75, 21.20. UV 
(methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (1800); HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M + H]+ calculated for C11H18N2O2, 
211.1441; observed, 211.1442. 
 
(9): Cyclo(L-Val-D-Pro)/(3S,8aR)-3-isopropylhexahydropyrrolo[1,2-a]pyrazine-1,4-dione: 
yield: white solid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.17 (s, 1H), 4.10 (dd, J = 10.1, 6.5 Hz, 
1H), 3.76 (q, J = 4.7, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 3.74 – 3.67 (m, 1H), 3.57 – 3.49 (m, 1H), 2.46 – 2.37 
(m, 1H), 2.24 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 2.05 (dq, J = 8.4, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 1.99 – 1.85 (m, 2H), 1.05 
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(d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H), 1.00 (d, J = 6.9, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 169.77, 165.39, 
63.44, 58.32, 45.59, 33.15, 29.39, 21.93, 18.99, 17.55. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 nm 




dione: yield: white solid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.01 (s, 1H), 4.09 (t, J = 8.2 Hz, 
1H), 3.95 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 3.68 – 3.61 (m, 1H), 3.58 – 3.49 (m, 1H), 2.68 – 2.61 (m, 
1H), 2.39 (dt, J = 12.4, 7.1 Hz, 1H), 2.10 – 1.99 (m, 2H), 1.96 – 1.88 (m, 1H), 1.07 (d, J = 
7.2 Hz, 3H), 0.91 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.13, 164.89, 60.39, 
58.83, 45.18, 28.54, 28.35, 22.39, 19.29, 16.06. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (1600); 
HRMS (ESI, m/z): [M + H]+ calculated for C10H16N2O2, 197.1285; observed, 197.1287. 
 
(11): Cyclo(D-Val-L-Pro)/(3R,8aS)-3-isopropylhexahydropyrrolo[1,2-a]pyrazine-1,4-
dione: yield: white solid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.58 (s, 1H), 4.12 (dd, J = 10.2, 6.3 
Hz, 1H), 3.83 – 3.75 (m, 1H), 3.70 (dt, J = 12.3, 8.5 Hz, 1H), 3.59 – 3.49 (m, 1H), 2.41 
(dt, J = 11.3, 6.0 Hz, 1H), 2.29 – 2.18 (m, 1H), 2.09 – 2.02 (m, 1H), 1.99 – 1.83 (m, 2H), 
1.05 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 3H), 1.00 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.09, 
165.58, 63.34, 58.34, 45.64, 33.18, 29.36, 21.92, 18.97, 17.57. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 





dione: yield: white solid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.97 (s, 1H), 4.08 (t, J = 8.3 Hz, 
1H), 3.95 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H), 3.64 (dt, J = 12.3, 8.1 Hz, 1H), 3.59 – 3.48 (m, 1H), 2.70 – 
2.59 (m, 1H), 2.43 – 2.33 (m, 1H), 2.17 – 1.98 (m, 2H), 1.97 – 1.84 (m, 1H), 1.07 (d, J = 
7.3, 3H), 0.91 (d, J = 6.8, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.08, 164.86, 60.37, 58.81, 
45.15, 28.52, 28.32, 22.37, 19.28, 16.03. UV (methanol): (ε) = 220 nm (1600); HRMS 
(ESI, m/z): [M + H]+ calculated for C10H16N2O2, 197.1285; observed, 197.1289. 
 
3.1.5.9 Biofilm Assay 
A static biofilm formation assay was performed in a 96-well polystyrene microtiter 
plate, as described previously with minor modifications139. An overnight culture of E. coli 
(BL21(DE3)) was diluted 1:10 reaching a ~ 0.2 OD600. 10 mg/mL stock solutions of 
purified synthetic DKPs were prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide. 0.1 mg/ml of the DKPs were 
added to a 200µl of bacterial cell culture. The plates were kept at stationary state at 37∘C 
for 24hrs. Then wells were washed twice with deionized water gently to remove the 
planktonic cells, the cells then were incubated for 30min at 60°C to fix biofilm. The cells 
in the biofilm were stained with 0.2% crystal violet (CV) solution for 15min. Unbound dye 
in the wells was washed off with deionized water. The excess water was left to dry at 
room temperature for one hour, then the CV was dissolved in 33% acetic acid, and 
absorbances were measured at 595 nm (OD595) to quantify biofilm formation. As a 
control of biofilm inhibition, 10mM indole was used. For detailed analysis, the results of 




Ultimately, our synthetic DKP library not only enabled the unambiguous 
determination of stereochemistry of a natural DKP, cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro), it also contained 
a useful ECD spectral data set serving as a reference for other researchers. Furthermore, 
this library facilitated an investigation of stereochemistry-activity relationships under the 
context of biofilm modulation. As researchers continue to report out discovery of DKPs, 
they can now apply our method to: 1. Provide reliable assignments of absolute 
configuration, and 2. Probe the link between DKP stereochemistry and bioactivity134. 
Because, as we and others have demonstrated, DKP stereochemistry influences traits 
such as antimicrobial activity and biofilm formation50,126.   
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4 CHAPTER FOUR 
 
4.1 Future Studies: What remains to be done? 
 
There is a hopeful future in this area of research. Not many scientists focus on the 
discovery of new molecules for communication. The chemical approach is young and 
there is still a lot to uncover. Molecules have been discovered that people never 
considered to be involved in microbial communication. While the focus of this dissertation 
was centered on hydroxylated fatty acid and diketopiperazines, there were other NPs 
isolated from our MMCs.  
 
Figure 4-1. This pyramid features bacterial ‘words’ or metabolites isolated from MMCs and their general 
classes. Top to bottom: 1. 4-hydroxysattabacin, 2. Piliferolide A, 3. R-12-hydroxystearic acid, 4. cyclo(L-
Phe-L-Pro), 5. cyclo(L-Leu-L-Pro), 6. cyclo(L-Val-L-Pro), 7. Indole, 8. Indole-3-carbaldehyde, 9, 3-




4.1.1 Classified Bacterial ‘Words’ Fall into Five Categories 
 
Figure 4-1 outlines the structures of the eleven bacterially-produced molecules that 
we have identified in our laboratory. Interestingly, these small molecules can be 
characterized into five chemical classes: acyloins, fatty acid derivatives, 2,5-
diketopiperazines, indoles, and cyclic aliphatic amines. Acyloins are also known as alpha-
hydroxy ketones. The fatty acid derivatives are long chain hydroxylated fatty acids 
(LCHFAs) and aliphatic unsaturated hydroxylated lactones. The 2,5-diketopiperazines 
(DKPs) contain amino acids with aliphatic or aromatic R-groups. The indoles contain 
indole, indole aldehyde, an alpha-hydroxy indole ketone, and a chiral indole dimer.  While 
none of these isolated molecules is novel, of the ten identified molecules, five of them, 
indole indole-3-carbaldehyde, and the three DKPs, have been implicated in bacterial 
inter-species and inter-kingdom signaling54. Our publication about 12-hydroxystearic acid 
suggests that this molecule could be an interspecies signaling factor due to its biofilm 
modulatory activity in diverse strains of marine bacteria81. The remaining chemicals have 
been explained in various contexts, just not bacterial communication, which shows 
promise for our studies. Each isolated small molecule is explained briefly below, what is 
known, what is unknown and what structural analysis remains to be elucidated, if any. 
 
1. 4-hydroxysattabacin: isolated from a leaf-cutter ant mound co-culture, the structure 
was determined from a 1D and 2D NMR panel and high resolution mass spectrometry 
(HRMS) was used to confirm the molecular formula. 4-hydroxysattabacin was first 
identified by researchers from Sardinia who cultured soil isolates containing Bacillus 
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sp. They found that this molecule has strong anti-viral activity against the herpes 
simplex virus140. Additionally, it has anti-pigmentary effects on melanocytes, showing 
potential as a hypo-pigmentary agent141. Another team isolated this molecule from a 
heat-loving bacterium in Japan and hypothesized a mechanism for its biosynthesis142. 
To date, no information exists about this molecule’s growth inhibition, biofilm 
formation, virulence or quorum sensing behaviors. Determination of the alpha 
carbon’s chiral configuration remains to be done. 
 
2. Piliferolide A: isolated from an oregano stem MMC with sponge, the structure was 
determined from a 1D and 2D NMR panel and HRMS was used to confirm the 
molecular formula. This compound was first isolated from a blue strain fungus, 
Ophiostoma piliferum, that grows on Aspen logs, and was found to have antifungal 
activity against a snow mold that infests turf143,144. There is nothing in the literature 
about bacterial manufacture of this molecule, quorum sensing, virulence or biofilm 
formation. 
 
3. 12-hydroxystearic acid: A detailed analysis of this molecule is outlined in CHAPTER 
TWO of this dissertation. The closest bacterial signaling, structural relative of this long 
chain hydroxylated fatty acid (LCHFA) is the diffusible signal factor (DSF) family, 
which is a family of mainly cis- 2-unsaturated long chain fatty acids ranging in length 
from ten to fourteen carbons3,19,20. Based on the structure of our isolated molecule, 
being that the OH is on the twelfth carbon, it is deemed structurally unrelated to the 
DSF family. Other LCHFAs have been isolated from bacteria, the main one being 3-
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hydroxypalmitic acid, which originates from Lipid A105,106. The implication of certain 
enzymes such as hydratase and cytochrome P450 in this molecule’s formation are 
mentioned, which leads us to a direction about genes encoding these enzymes that 
may be upregulated in our MMCs. Increasing interest in short chain fatty acids 
(SCFAs) such as butyric acid, are emerging with studies of the gut microbiome. This 
SCFA is being implicated in bacterial signaling in the intestine, resulting in 
upregulation of certain genes associated with neurological functions of the host103. 
Another recent unpublished study presented at the NYAS Chemical Biology 
Symposium by the Han lab at Rockefeller University showed that this SCFA and other 
LCFAs attenuated the virulence of the Salmonella pathogen.  
 
4. cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro): This molecule was isolated from both an antmound MMC and 
later a wheatgrass MMC. Its stereochemistry was confirmed through ECD analysis 
and resolved ambiguity from the literature, which incorrectly claimed that it was 
cyclo(L-Phe-D-Pro)116. This DKP has been identified from a number of marine and 
bacterial sources50,126,127. Interestingly, it is commonly isolated and reported together 
with the other two DKPs that are listed below. A recent study shows when Arabodopsis 
thaliana is inoculated with a non-pathogenic, mutant form of Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, which overproduces this DKP mixture, phytostimulation results145. This is 




5. cyclo(L-Leu-L-Pro): The presence of this molecule and an unknown diastereromer 
was discovered in both an antmound MMC and a wheatgrass MMC through mass 
spectrometry screening and a GNPS library search. However, quantities were 
insufficient to isolate. This molecule has been identified from several bacterial and 
marine sources126,132,146,147. One notable finding is that cyclo(L-Leu-L-Pro) has 
synergistic activity against Candida albicans in the presence of amphotericin B or 
clotrimazole148. This DKP has also been implicated in interspecies communication and 
quorum sensing between Bacillus cereus and Cronobacter sakazakii, two pathogenic 
bacteria that can work cooperatively132. 
 
6. cyclo(L-Val-L-Pro): identified in a GNPS library hit from a wheatgrass MMC, but not 
actually isolated, this DKP has been heavily reported in the literature from bacterial, 
fungal, and marine sources49,119,126,146,149. All three of the DKPs mentioned here have 
been identified as having diverse bioactivities from antibiotic, antifungal, antiviral, plant 
growth factor, quorum sensing, and biofilm modulation49. Although they are very well-
studied, it is warranted, as new activities are being identified and better understood. 
Hopefully, more researchers will be investigating stereochemistry-activity 
relationships to further elucidate these molecules’ mode of action. 
 
7. Indole: isolated from a wheatgrass MMC supplemented with sponge, the structure 
was validated with 1HNMR. Indole has been long established as a player in bacterial 
communication, both intra- and interspecies and recently, inter-kingdom, namely 
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between bacteria and plants. Indole is associated with inhibition of biofilm 
formation3,14,54,150,151. 
 
8. Indole-3-carbaldehyde: isolated from a both wheatgrass MMC with sponge and an 
antmound MMC, the structure was determined from a 1D and 2D NMR panel and 
HRESI-MS was used to confirm the molecular formula. This oxidized indole derivative 
has been implicated in bacterial signaling in E. coli, modulation of virulence and has 
been shown to be lethal to the nematode C. elegans152. It shows promise as a 
therapeutic that could disrupt pathogenic bacterial small molecule signaling. 
 
9. 3-(hydroxyacetyl)indole: isolated from a wheatgrass MMC with sponge, the 
structure was determined from a 1D and 2D NMR panel and HRESI-MS was used to 
confirm the molecular formula. According to the literature, this indole derivative is a 
plant growth regulator isolated from marine red algae153. Our discovery of this 
molecule is the first instance of bacterial production. Understanding its impact on 
symbiosis and host-microbe interactions begs to be investigated. 
 
10. (S)-3-hydroxy-3-(1H-indol-3-yl)indolin-2-one: produced by a wheatgrass MMC with 
sponge that was supplemented with indole, the structure was determined from a 1D 
and 2D NMR panel, HRESI-MS was used to confirm the molecular formula, and 
polarimetry was used to determine the chiral configuration. While other, less abundant 
molecules—pigments indigo and indirubin—were also isolated, the discovery of this 
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molecule was exciting because it was abundantly synthesized stereospecifically by 
the wheatgrass MMC.  This shows promise for the use of bacterial communities as 
metabolic factories to generate hard-to-synthesize chiral molecules154. In the 
literature, this molecule, which was isolated from deep sea bacterium Shewanella 
piezotolerans, demonstrated anti-tumor activity in leukemia and liver cancer cell 
lines155,156. 
 
11.  Cyclic aliphatic amines: a family of three amines, whose ions were detected by 
HRESI-MS analysis, was conspicuously present in a crude extract from a wheatgrass 
MMC. They remain to be characterized after a great deal of effort in both isolation and 
synthesis. Combined analysis with MS and NMR suggest that these molecules are 
cyclic amines that contain a long aliphatic tail. A family of molecules called 
Koreenceines have been identified that may be structurally related to these unknown 
amines15,157. A detailed analysis of the work done thus far follows below. 
 
It is food for thought to highlight that some of the previously cited sources of these 
molecules have come from hard-to-reach ecological niches promoting the growth of 
extremophile organisms. Examples of environmental conditions include low oxygen, 
darkness, high pressure, boiling temperatures, low pH, etc. Scientists are searching for 
novel molecules from extremophiles, arguing that these organisms live in conditions that 
promote selective pressures which yield unique biosynthetic machinery. But we may not 
have to go spelunking in volcanoes to find novel natural products. With our system of 
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cultivating bacterial communities, we, too, have isolated the same molecules, just in a 
more facile way. 
 
 
4.1.2 Ongoing studies to characterize unknown family of amines from MMC 
 
After two synthetic efforts, and several purifications, the structure of the amine 
family still eludes us. Metabolomic analysis of crude extract of Wheatgrass MMC by 
positive mode mass spectrometry revealed a persistent group of ions with masses of 264, 
266, and 292. 
 
4.1.2.1 +HRESIMS/MS analysis of precursor ions 264, 266, and 292 
MS/MS analysis was conducted on these precursor ions to gain more structural 
information through formula prediction and fragmental analysis. Please see Table 3 which 
includes a summary of data from the MS/MS spectra which are not shown. Molecular 
formula predictions revealed that they were from the same family of molecules—
unsaturated amines. This was further confirmed by their MS/MS ion fragments.  Analysis 




Parent Ion m/z 264.2702 266.2867 292.3007
Predicted formula (C18H33N)+H (C18H35N)+H (C20H37N)+H
Fragments m/z
55.054 C4H7+ C4H7+ C4H7+
68.0494 C4H6N+ C4H6N+ C4H6N+
82.0654 C5H8N+ C5H8N+ C5H8N+
96.0811 C6H10N+ C6H10N+ C6H10N+
110.0964 C7H12N+ C7H12N+ C7H12N+
124.1115 C8H14N+ C8H14N+ C8H14N+
138.1275 C9H16N+ C9H16N+ C9H16N+
152.142 C10H18N+ NA NA
166.1588 NA C11H20N+ C11H20N+
194.1898 NA C13H24N+ NA  




4.1.2.2 Fragmentation analysis to predict structure of amine ions  
 
The fact that these ions are not UV-active informed their initial structural 
predictions. Because they were detected as part of a crude mixture, 1HNMR analysis was 
not a viable option for structural elucidation. Advanced database searches of GNPS and 
METLIN were not useful as these molecules do not exist in either database71,158. This is 
a good sign, suggesting the possible novelty of the compounds. Literature searches 
initially suggested that these molecules could be fragments of ceramides or sphingosines 
as m/z 264 is a fingerprint fragment159,160. However, there was a lack of larger parent ions 
in our spectra implying that the amines did not originate from sphingolipids.  
Fragmentation analysis was done to account for the fragments seen in the MS/MS 
spectra. The ion fragments differing by m/z of 14 (i.e., 68, 82, 96, etc) suggest the loss of 
methylene groups (-CH2-) from a long aliphatic chain. A charge-remote fragmentation 
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mechanism could account for the formation of fragments with three degrees of 
unsaturation, as existing in the parent ion of m/z 264161. The sphingosine reference 
showed another possible structure that could account for this parent ion. This article 
featured an azirine molecule with a long aliphatic tail which hinted at ideas about 
structures of our amine ions, which could be either azirines or aziridines. Further structural 
analysis is needed as the locations of double bonds and aliphatic chains are to be 
determined. An azirine was synthesized by Dr. Kawamura and LC-MS analysis revealed 
that it did not have the same retention time as the amine from the wheatgrass-associated 
MMC (data not shown). 
Literature searching revealed a class of amines produced by a model microbial 
system containing three bacterial species that are associated with plants. While the 
masses were smaller than 264, 266, or 292, their MS/MS profiles contained fragments 
that looked like those of our compounds. MS/MS fragments of Koreenceine B: 55, 68, 82, 
96, 110, 124, 138, 152, 166. Data from Lozano et al. 2018 Figure S7 Compound 216 
compare to Table 3. HRESIMS/MS fragments of abundant detected parent ions with 
associated ion fragments. These molecules were both aliphatic and unsaturated and were 





Figure 4-2. Chemical Structures from Koreenceines 1-4. Image republished with permission of American 
Society for Microbiology-Journals, from Bacterial Analogs of Plant Tetrahydropyridine Alkaloids Mediate 
Microbial Interactions in a Rhizosphere Model System, Applied and Environmental Microbiology, Lozano 
et al., Volume 85, number 10, Copyright 2019; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, 
Inc. 
 
The MS/MS fragmental comparisons were encouraging. We decided to synthesize 
a modified Koreeceine B/2, increasing its carbon chain by four. The molecule has a 
formula of C18H35N and mass of 265. It is called 6-tridecyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine and 
was made by a Grignard approach as described previously162. A member belonging to 
this class of molecules (mass of 293) is a component of Solenopsis invicta (fire ant) 





Figure 4-3. Synthetic scheme of 6-tridecyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine as adapted from Dai et al. 2011. 
 
MS analysis was conducted on the synthetic material in comparison to semi-
purified column fractions of wheatgrass MMC extract. While their masses and 
fragmentation patterns were the same, their retention times did not match. Ultimately, 
because most of the fragments were coming from the long aliphatic chain, we realized 
that MS/MS analysis would not suffice for structural determination.  
See the LC-MS comparisons in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. Figure 4-4 shows the 
results of positive mode LC-MS. The stacked total ion chromatograms reveal the 
differences in the amine elution properties, the synthetic sample has a retention time of 
8.2 minutes while the natural 266 amine has a retention time of 8.5 minutes, suggesting 
that the natural amine is slightly more non-polar than the synthetic amine. They have 
different structures. Figure 4-5 shows the results of tandem MS analysis. Fragments in 






























Figure 4-4. total ion chromatograms comparing natural sample (top) to synthetic sample (bottom). Notice 
the retention time differences between the two 266 peaks. 
 
Figure 4-5. Fragment comparisons between the synthetic and natural amines. Fragments are the same. 
 
A small analytical purification was done involving mechanical collection at set time points 
(no chromophores present or electronic light scattering detection possible). This 
purification showed that we were able to successfully isolate the 266 molecule (Figure 
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4-6) from its chemical family of 264 and 292 as well as the hydroxylated fatty acids with 
whom they so commonly commingle. Thus, we were ready to apply the same collection 
approach to semi-preparative HPLC.  
 
 
Figure 4-6. Total ion chromatogram of purified fraction containing that 266 amine and minimally, 264 
amine. 
 
The more investigation that is done on this family of unknown amines, the more we 
realized that they may be novel compounds. Thus, it was worth continuing to pursue this 





Figure 4-7. Total ion chromatogram of the 23 minute fraction (~70% acetonitrile: 30% water) containing 
pure amine with mass of 266.4 [M+H]+.   
 
Semi-preparative HPLC was used to purify crude and partitioned fractions of wheatgrass 
MMC for spectroscopic analysis. Figure 4-7 shows LC/ESI-MS results of a purified 
fraction of the amine with mass of 266 [M+H]+. While these results were promising from 
the strong ionization of the sample, the 1HNMR results were insufficient for any structural 
information. Recovery was very low, at sub-milligram levels. Additionally, solubility in 
chloroform-d was limited due to the formation of a trifluoroacetate salt (Figure 4-8). 
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Figure 4-8. 1HNMR of 266.4 amine sample showing strong methylene hydrogen signals at 1.2 ppm and 
terminal methyl hydrogens at 0.8 ppm, but prevalent broad signal from salt 1.8-2.1 ppm obscuring 
important allylic hydrogen signals.  
 
Collection of 1HNMR data of this unknown amine in methanol-d was also attempted, but 
the solvent signals (methanol and water), even with solvent suppression, precluded any 
structural information (data not shown) about the cyclic portion of the molecule. Multiple 
attempts were made over months to obtain structural information from the natural amine 
sample, but sadly, were unsuccessful.  
At this point, we are at a crossroads with two options:  
1. Attempt synthesis of a four- or five-membered cyclic amine  









































































































4.1.3.1 Liquid Chromatography-High Resolution Electrospray Mass Spectrometry (LC-
HRESIMS) 
Crude extracts were weighed and dissolved in 100 µL methanol: 500 µL 
acetonitrile (ACN). Average sample concentrations were 0.5mg/mL. 10 µL of sample 
diluted into 40 µL 1:1 ACN: water. 5 µL sample injected into Agilent 6550 Q-TOF coupled 
to Agilent 1290 Infinity LC system equipped with Agilent Eclipse C18 column, 1.8 um, 2.1 
x 50 mm. Method: Solvent A, water with 0.1% formic acid, solvent B, ACN with 0.1% 
formic acid; gradient of 2-98% ACN in 18 min; flow rate of 0.4 mL/min; column temp at 
30oC. MS/MS settings: Positive mode, MS scan range 100-1200 m/z, where two most 
abundant precursors selected for MS/MS (range 50-800); collision energy of 50 eV. 
 
4.1.3.2 Metabolomic analysis 
Total ion chromatograms (TIC) were analyzed by ‘walking through’ the spectra to 
reveal MS1 and MS2 data. Wheatgrass community extract TIC spectra were stacked to 
assess the overall metabolic landscape and to look for abundant peaks (those over a 
threshold of relative abundance of 0.3 x 107) Then, blanks, control and wheatgrass 
spectra were stacked to ID peaks unique to wheatgrass. Yellow highlighted regions show 
unique peaks. Abundant peaks were selected and their MS1 spectra displayed. 
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4.1.3.3 Large-scale culture conditions to isolate amine metabolites 
Wheatgrass MMC grown from thawed cryogenic 25% glycerol stock was 
inoculated into 500mL of sterile R2A media and grown for seven days, statically at room 
temperature in one-liter Corning glass bottle. MMC sub-cultured as follows: 2mL of culture 
into 500mL fresh, sterile R2A. Sub-culture procedure continued for months to obtain 
enough crude material to generate isolable amounts of material.  
 
4.1.3.4 HRESIMS/MS analysis for structural determination of ions 264, 266, and 292 and 
synthetic 2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine 
MS/MS settings: Positive mode, MS scan range 100-1200 m/z, where two most 
abundant precursors selected for MS/MS (range 50-800); collision energy of 50 eV.  
 
4.1.3.5 Reverse-phase chromatography of crude MMC 
 
Dried crude extract reconstituted with 50% methanol and Millipore water and 
separated on ThermoFisher HyperSep C8 solid phase extraction (SPE) cartridges pre-
treated with methanol and 0.05% formic acid using a gradient of 50% methanol in water 
to 65%, 80% and 100% methanol. ESI-LC-MS was used to inform the SPE elution 
conditions and verify the amine-containing fraction.  
 
4.1.3.6 Preparation of Grignard reagent 
Grignard reaction was performed as previously described163. 10mM of magnesium 
turnings added to 10mL anhydrous THF, 10mM of 1-bromotridecane (TCI) was added 
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dropwise via syringe. Iodine crystal added to facilitate the reaction. After four hours, next 
step was conducted. 
 
4.1.3.7 Preparation of N-Boc-aminoketone 
A 7.5 mmol solution of N-Boc-pyrridolinone (TCI) in 30mL of anhydrous THF was 
stirred at -78oC under nitrogen. 1.5 mL of TMEDA was added to the the Grignard reagent 
(tridecylmagnesium bromide). Then the solution of 10 mmol Grignard in 10 mL THF with 
TMEDA was added via syringe dropwise to the stirred N-Boc-pyrridolinone. TLC used to 
monitor the reaction showed that starting material faded away within one hour. But 
reaction continued to stir overnight and thawed gently (instead of 10 h at -78oC). 2M HCl 
was added to quench the reaction. Precipitate appeared and dissolved. Two layers 
formed, organic extraction conducted. Organic layer was washed with saturated NaHCO3, 
brine, and water and dried to give N-Boc-aminoketone as a white solid. The compound 
was directly used for the next step without purification. 
 
4.1.3.8 Preparation of 6-tridecyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine 
100 mg of crude aminoketone dissolved in 2 mL DCM, stirred at -10oC, and 0.45 
mL of TFA was added dropwise over 5 minutes. The solution was brought to room 
temperature slowly and stirred for 24h. Reaction monitored with TLC. Reaction mixture 
made basic with 2M NaOH (pH > 12), diluted with water, and extracted with DCM. Organic 
layer was washed with NaHCO3, brine, and water, dried over Na2SO4, and evaporated. 




6-tridecyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine light yellow oil 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.59 – 
3.51 (m, 2H), 2.21 – 2.07 (m, 4H), 1.72 – 1.63 (m, 2H), 1.61 – 1.46 (m, 4H), 1.34 – 1.15 
(m, 21H), 0.88 (t, 3H). HRESIMS m/z 266.2874 (calculated for [C18H25N + H]+) 
 
4.1.3.9 Semipreparative HPLC 
Purification of crude and semi-crude WG MMC was done by semi-preparative 
HPLC (settings: mobile phase: 5-95% acetonitrile containing 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid, 
flow rate 15 mL/min. Fractions collected at thirty second intervals from 20 to 25 minutes 
(70%-90% acetonitrile) and assessed on LC-ESI-MS for identity. 23 minute fractions 
found to contain 266 were dried in vacuo (lyophilized) for 1HNMR and 1H-1HCOSY 
analysis.  
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5.1 Supplementary Data for Uncovering Potential Interspecies Signaling Factors 
in Plant-Derived Mixed Microbial Culture  
 
Figure S1. 16S results of Control and Wheatgrass MMCs at all taxonomical levels. 100 
Figure S2. MS/MS fragmentation analysis of peak iv in the negative ion mode. 101 
Figure S3. Possible fragmentation pathways of 12-HSA. 101 
Figure S4. Comparison of LC/MS retention time between 12-HSA and peak iv in the 
negative ion mode. 102 
Figure S5. Comparison of MS/MS fingerprints between 12-HSA (A) and peak iv (B) in 
the negative ion mode. 102 
Figure S6. Confirmation of the stereochemistry of commercial 12-HSA by the Mosher’s 
method using 2-methoxy-2-(1-naphthyl) propionic acid (MαNP). 103 
Figures S6-1 to S6-5 1H-NMR of Mosher esters         104 
Figure S7. 1H-NMR spectra of (S)-(+)-O-acetylmandelic acid derivatives of (R)-12-HSA 
(top), racemic 12-HSA (middle), and Wheatgrass MMC 12-HSA (bottom). 107 
Figure S8. Box-and-whisker plots of the effects of indole (A) and 12-HSA (B) on biofilm 
formation and planktonic growth of marine bacterial strains. 111 

























































































































































































































































Figure S4. Comparison of LC/MS retention time between 12-HSA and peak iv in the negative ion mode. 
Identical LC/MS retention time was observed for both 12-HSA and peak iv, which are highlighted in the blue 







































Figure S6. Confirmation of the stereochemistry of commercial 12-HSA by the Mosher’s method using 2-
methoxy-2-(1-naphthyl) propionic acid (MαNP). (A) The ΔδRS (δ(R)- δ(S)) values of well resolved 1H-NMR 
signals, which indicated strong shielding of 16- and 17-CH2 signals for the (S)-MαNP derivative. (B) The 
strong shielding of 16- and 17-CH2 signals with (S)-MαNP was consistent with the (R)-configuration. NMR 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S7. 1H-NMR spectra of (S)-(+)-O-acetylmandelic acid derivatives of (R)-12-HSA (top), racemic 12-
HSA (middle), and Wheatgrass MMC 12-HSA (bottom). (A) The downfield region that was previously used 
to differentiate stereoisomers of 10-HSA derivatives. The two stereoisomers of 12-HSA, however, did not 
give rise to the splitting of signals at ~5.8 ppm (the methine proton of the mandelic acid moiety) and 3.67 
ppm (the methyl ester) (red arrows).  (B) The upfield region, which showed some difference for the two 
stereoisomers (the triplet signal for 18-methyl, red arrows). However, the signal overlap makes it difficult to 






(a) B. mediterranea (SDH6) at 19°C. 
 













(b) A. oceani (SD3) at 19°C. 
 
 
(c) A. oceani (SD3) at 27°C. 
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(d) A. oceani (SD8) at 19°C. 
 
(e) A. oceani (SD8) at 27°C. 
 
(f) A. oceani (SD9) at 19°C. 
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(g) A. oceani (SD9) at 27°C. 
 
Figure S8. Box-and-whisker plots of the effects of indole (A) and 12-HSA (B) on biofilm formation and 
planktonic growth of marine bacterial strains. The effects are normalized by the DMSO control. Blue 
boxes show the effects of compounds on biofilm formation at different concentrations. Adjacent gray 
boxes indicate the effects on planktonic growth.  x = Mean, __ = Median, o = Data points, n=12.  
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Figure S9. Hydroxystearic acid is detected in multiple MMCs. The negative ion corresponding 
tohydroxystearic acid (C18H36O3) has been detected in MMCs derived from different sources, namely,  (A) 
Cabbage, (B) Bamboo, and (C) Ant mound.  
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6 APPENDIX II 
 
6.1 Supplementary information from Unambiguous Stereochemical 
Determination of Cyclo(Phe-Pro), Cyclo(Leu-Pro), and Cyclo(Val-Pro)  
 
 
Figure S10: HPLC chromatogram of DKP1. Major peak eluted at 7.062 minutes. 116 
Figure S11: Extracted Ion Chromatograms of the Cyclo(Phe-Pro) isomers.  116 
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Figure S11: Extracted Ion Chromatograms of the Cyclo(Phe-Pro) isomers. This shows the differences in 
retention times (rt) between enantiomers and diastereomers, while the enantiomeric pairs have nearly 






Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 11/19/2020 3:24:33 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 11/19/2020 1:15:21 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1 mL of 10 mg/ml solution injected
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=====================================================================
Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP CycloLpheDpro ACD 2020-11-19 15-24-12.D
Sample Name: DKP CycloLpheDpro ACD




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S19: 1HNMR spectrum of crude 2. Cyclo(L-Phe-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
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                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 11/23/2020 11:36:46 AM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1 mL of 15 mg/ml solution injected
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Figure S27: 1HNMR spectrum of 3. Cyclo(D-Phe-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
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Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 20mg/ml
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Figure S28: 13CNMR spectrum of 3. Cyclo(D-Phe-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
 




















































































































































































































































































































Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 11/25/2020 2:52:09 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 11/25/2020 1:31:08 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 20mg/ml
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Figure S42: Extracted Ion Chromatograms of the Cyclo(Leu-Pro) isomers. This shows the differences in 
retention times (rt) between enantiomers and diastereomers, while the enantiomeric pairs have nearly 




Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 11/27/2020 1:52:31 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 11/27/2020 1:29:07 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 20mg/ml
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Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP5cyclolleudpro 2020-11-27 13-52-31.D
Sample Name: DKP5cyclolleudpro




Figure S43: 1HNMR spectrum of 5. Cyclo(L-Leu-D-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S50: 1HNMR spectrum of 6. Cyclo(L-Leu-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
=====================================================================
Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 11/27/2020 3:23:42 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 11/27/2020 2:58:52 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 20mg/ml
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Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP6cyclolleulpro 2020-11-27 15-23-43.D
Sample Name: DKP6cyclolleulpro







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 4/20/2021 7:50:10 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 4/20/2021 7:48:59 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 4/21/2021 1:03:59 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 10mg/ml









































































































                         Area Percent Report
=====================================================================
Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP7 crude 2021-04-20 19-49-57.D
Sample Name: DKP7 crude
Prep LC 4/21/2021 1:05:10 PM SYSTEM Page 1 of 2
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Number dC dH mult., J (Hz) dC dH (mult., J (Hz) 
1 171.4  170  
3 45.6 3.6-3.5, 2H, m 45.69 3.69 – 3.59, 1H, m; 3.59 – 3.48, 1H, m 
4 22.8 1.94-1.86, 1H, m; 2.02-1.99, 1H, m 22.19 
2.12 – 1.95, 1H, m; 
1.90, 1H, dd (9.8, 7) 
5 28.2 2.13, 1H, m; 2.33, 1H, m 28.91 
2.48 – 2.31, 1H, m; 
2.12 – 1.95, 1H, m 
6 59.1 4.12, 1H, t (8.1) 58.05 4.10, 1H, dd (9.9, 6.5) 
7 167.1  166.3  
NH  5.91, 1H, br s  7.37, 1H, s 
9 53.4 4.01, 1H, dd (9.4, 3,4) 56.18 
3.97, 1H, dt, (9.7, 
5.2) 
10 38.7 
2.01, 1H, m; 1.52, 
1H, ddd (14.5, 9.6, 
4.9) 
42.49 1.72 – 1.54, 2H, m 
11 24.8 1.76-1.69, 1H, m 24.43 1.84 – 1.73, 1H, m 
12 22.8 0.94, 3H, d(6.3) 23.04 0.96, 3H, d, (6.5) 
13 21.2 1.00, 3H, d(6.3) 21.31 0.99, 3H, d, (6.6) 
 
Figure S57: Data Comparison of Adamczeski as ‘1 cyclo(S-Pro-R-Leu)’ vs. our synthetic 7 cyclo(D-Leu-L-
Pro). Proton assignments at H9, H10, and NH and carbon assignments at C6, C9, and C10 are different 
and more closely resemble the shifts of what Adamczeski classified as ‘4 cyclo(R-Pro-R-Leu)’. This 
corroborates the reassignment proposed by Bull and colleagues, who said that ‘1 cyclo(S-Pro-R-Leu)’ 
should be reassigned as cyclo(L-Pro-L-Leu).  
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Figure S58: 1HNMR spectrum of 7. Cyclo(D-Leu-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S64: HPLC chromatogram of DKP8. Major peak eluted at 6.620 minutes. 
=====================================================================
Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 11/27/2020 4:20:40 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 11/27/2020 4:17:31 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 20mg/ml









































































































                         Area Percent Report
=====================================================================
Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP8cycloDleuDpro 2020-11-27 16-19-53.D
Sample Name: DKP8cycloDleuDpro
Prep LC 1/14/2021 12:37:40 PM SYSTEM Page 1 of 2
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    2   8 
Number dC dH mult., J (Hz) dC dH (mult., J (Hz) 
1 169.6  170.15  
3 45.7 
3.52, 1H, dt (9.8, 
2.7); 3.62, 1H, dt 
(9.0, 4.5) 
45.52 3.65 – 3.50, 2H, m 
4 23.1 1.96, 1H, m; 1.88, 1H, m 22.75 
2.11 – 1.97, 1H, m; 
1.97 – 1.84, 1H, m 
5 29.1 2.37, 1H, ddd (8.7, 6.4, 2.4); 2.02, 1H, m 28.12 
2.48 – 2.31, 1H, m; 
2.12 – 1.95, 1H, m 
6 58.1 4.07, 1H, dd (6.9, 1.5) 59 
4.12, 1H, dd, (9.2, 
7.4) 
7 166.4  166.16  
NH  6.68, 1H, br s  5.92, 1H, s 
9 56.4 3.92, 1H, ddd (9.9, 5.4, 4.5) 53.4 
4.02, 1H, dd, (9.6, 
3.8) 
10 42.6 
1.75, 1H, q (6.3); 
1.63, 1H, ddd (11.1, 
6.5, 1.8) 
38.63 2.11 – 1.97, 1H, m; 1.57 – 1.48, 1H, m 
11 24.5 1.66-1.60, 1H, m under H-10 24.73 1.81 – 1.69, 1H, m 
12 22.3 0.94, 3H, d(6.3) 23.3 0.96, 3H, d, (6.5) 
13 21.4 0.97, 3H, d(6.3) 21.2 1.00, 3H, d (6.6) 
 
Figure S65: Data Comparison of Adamczeski as ‘2 cyclo(R-Pro-R-Leu)’ vs. our synthetic 8 cyclo(D-Leu-
D-Pro). Proton assignments at H9, H10, and NH and carbon assignments are different at C6, C9, and 
C10 and more closely resemble the shifts of what Adamczeski classified as ‘4 cyclo(S-Pro-R-Leu)’. This 
corroborates the reassignment proposed by Bull and colleagues, who said that ‘2 cyclo(R-Pro-R-Leu)’ 
should be reassigned as ‘cyclo(D-Pro-L-Leu)’.  
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Figure S66: 1HNMR spectrum of 8. Cyclo(D-Leu-D-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S72: HPLC chromatogram of DKP9. Major peak eluted at 4.622 minutes. 
 
 
Figure S73: Extracted Ion Chromatograms of the Cyclo(Val-Pro) isomers. This shows the differences in 
retention times (rt) between enantiomers and diastereomers, while the enantiomeric pairs have nearly 




Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 11/30/2020 2:27:59 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 11/30/2020 2:01:12 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 20mg/ml































































































                         Area Percent Report
=====================================================================
Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP9cycloLvalDpro 2020-11-30 14-27-59.D
Sample Name: DKP9cycloLvalDpro
Prep LC 1/14/2021 12:39:06 PM SYSTEM Page 1 of 2
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Figure S74: 1HNMR spectrum of 9. Cyclo(L-Val-D-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S80: HPLC chromatogram of DKP10. Major peak eluted at 4.774 minutes. 
 
 
Figure S81: 1HNMR spectrum of 10. Cyclo(L-Val-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
=====================================================================
Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 12/10/2020 2:28:54 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 12/10/2020 2:06:20 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 20mg/ml

















































































                         Area Percent Report
=====================================================================
Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP10secondpurif 2020-12-10 14-28-54.D
Sample Name: DKP10secondpurif





















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S83: DEPT-135 spectrum of 10. Cyclo(L-Val-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
 



















































































































Figure S87: HPLC chromatogram of DKP11. Major peak eluted at 4.446 minutes. 
 
 
Figure S88: 1HNMR spectrum of 11. Cyclo(D-Val-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
=====================================================================
Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 4/21/2021 12:27:26 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 4/21/2021 12:26:14 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\CHEM32\1\METHODS\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 4/21/2021 1:03:59 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 10mg/ml

















































































                         Area Percent Report
=====================================================================
Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP11 crude 2021-04-21 12-27-11.D
Sample Name: DKP11 crude















































































































































































































































































































































Figure S89: 13CNMR spectrum of 11. Cyclo(D-Val-L-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
 







































































































































































































































































Figure S94: HPLC chromatogram of DKP12. Major peak eluted at 4.729 minutes. 
 
 
Figure S95: 1HNMR spectrum of 12. Cyclo(D-Val-D-Pro) (CDCl3) 
 
=====================================================================
Acq. Operator   : SYSTEM
Sample Operator : SYSTEM
Acq. Instrument : Prep LC                         Location :   1
Injection Date  : 12/10/2020 5:25:13 PM
                                                Inj Volume : Manually
Acq. Method     : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 12/10/2020 5:21:21 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Analysis Method : D:\Chem32\1\Methods\AD_5-95in30.M
Last changed    : 1/14/2021 12:21:15 PM by SYSTEM
                  (modified after loading)
Sample Info     : 1ml injection 5mg/ml











































































































                         Area Percent Report
=====================================================================
Sorted By             :      Signal
Multiplier            :      1.0000
Dilution              :      1.0000
Use Multiplier & Dilution Factor with ISTDs
Data File D:\Chem32\1\Data\DKP12secondpurif 2020-12-10 17-24-30.D
Sample Name: DKP12secondpurif















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S96: 13CNMR spectrum of 12. Cyclo(D-Val-D-Pro) (CDCl3) 
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detailing Alison Domzalski’s work as a Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Science (JSPS) Visiting Researcher at Osaka University, Toyonaka  
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12-hydroxystearic acid is one of the abundant bacterial natural products obtained 
from various mixed microbial cultures grown in Kawamura lab. The objective of the 
studies conducted this summer in Murata lab was to investigate the effect that 
commercially available 12-hydroxystearic acid (12-HSA) has on a model membrane to 
elucidate its biophysical behavior and biological mode of action. 12-HSA is a known 
organogelator and is used in the food industry as a thickening agent and in the 
pharmaceutical industry as an excipient. When combined with hydrophobic solvents, it 
causes them to gel, at concentrations as low as 1.7 wt %42. Studies have been 
conducted on various isomers of hydroxystearic acids to understand the importance of 
the hydroxy position on their self-assembly behavior. The gelation mechanism is 
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unknown but an intermolecular fibril formation hydrogen bonding mechanism between 
hydroxy and carboxy groups has been proposed. Please see Figure 7-142,43. 
 
 
Figure 7-1: Proposed organogelation mechanism of (R)-12-HSA. Image republished with permission from 
Dr. Martin Windorf, from his doctoral thesis, concept informed by Abraham and colleagues. 
 
Due to the largely hydrophobic nature of biological membranes, we speculated 
that the addition of 12-HSA to a membrane model system could rigidify it. We set out to 
test this hypothesis through differential scanning calorimetry measurements of 1,2-
dimirystoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) vesicles exposed to increasing 
concentrations of 12-HSA. However, later literature searches revealed that this 
proposed gelation mechanism is highly dependent on enantiomeric purity of the 12-
HSA. It is also posited that if the 12-HSA is in a polar environment, hydrogen bonding 
will be disrupted due to the greater attraction to polar groups. This could pose a problem 
for the gelation of membrane hypothesis due to the presence of polar head groups on 





7.1.2 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to assess the melting behavior of 





¯ 5mM stock solution of 12-HSA prepared in 1:4 methanol:chloroform 
¯ 75 uL of 20mM DMPC in chloroform was dried under argon and in vacuo 
overnight to remove traces of solvent 
¯ stock solutions of 1, 10, 25, 50, 100 mole percent 12-HSA in DMPC were 
prepared, mixed by vortex, dried under argon and in vacuo overnight (see Table 
4 for sample preparation volumes) 
 
mole %  
12-HSA 
uL of  
20mM DMPC 
uL of  
5mM 12-HSA 
0 75 0 
1 75 3 
10 75 30 
25 75 75 
50 75 150 
100 75 300 
 
Table 4: sample preparation volumes for thin film DMPC preparation 
 
¯ 500 uL Milli-Q water was added to dry film to prepare MLVs, sample vortexed 
and placed in 40oC hot water bath 
¯ sample: sample turned milky white and placed in 1.5 mL eppendorf tube 
¯ reference: 500 uL Milli-Q water in 1.5 mL eppendorf tube 
¯ both tubes degassed for 15 minutes in vacuo under centrifugation to improve 
baseline during DSC measurement (MLV pellet observed in sample-but not at 
higher 12-HSA concentrations) 
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¯ Nano differential scanning calorimeter used for DSC measurements 
o 8o-45oC heating range 
o 0.5oC/sec heating/cooling rate 
o 2.73 A pressure 
o 6 heating and cooling scans collected for total 7 hour run each time 
¯ Data processed with NanoAnalyze software, exported and plotted in Excel. 
 
7.1.3 Results and Discussion: 
 
A plot of heat capacity vs. 12-HSA concentration shows interesting results. 
Please see Figure 7-2. During the process of heating pure DMPC, there is a sharp 
melting curve (Tm) at 24oC. However, as the concentration of 12-HSA reaches 10 
mole % of DMPC, the curve begins to broaden. The enthalpy value also decreased from 
pure DMPC to 1 mole % 12-HSA.  At concentrations of 25 mole % and above, there is a 
loss of the sharpness of the Tm curve. During lipid melting, the sharp curve indicates 
cooperativity among molecules. However, with the introduction of an impurity, 12-HSA, 
it appears to disrupt cooperativity between individual DMPC molecules. The results did 
not support rigidification of the DMPC vesicular membrane upon exposure to 12-HSA. 
While Tm values did increase with increasing concentrations of 12-HSA, the Tm curve 
was so broadened that it is difficult to interpret. A related study on free fatty acid (FFA) 
effects of DMPC membranes reported that stearic acid (a saturated fatty acid) stabilized 
the crystalline phase by elevating the Tm by one degree Celsius whereas oleic acid (an 
unsaturated fatty acid) stabilized the liquid phase by decreasing Tm by one degree 
Celsius.  12-HSA was reported to have no effect as the Tm did not change at 5 mole %. 
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Although, the stabilization of the OH group on the liquid crystal phase, La was indicated 
by a reduction in enthalpy164. The meaning of this is unclear. Because the DMPC Tm 
curve behavior changed upon addition of 12-HSA at concentrations as low as 10 
mole %, the next objective was to explore if disruption of the cell membrane could be 
occurring. For this, the calcein leakage assay was employed. 
 
 
Figure 7-2: Heat capacity of DMPC upon exposure to increasing concentrations of 12-HSA. After 10 mole 
































































































kJ/mol*K Tmax (oC) 
DMPC 14915.5322 50.2036 23.9508 
DMPC + 1% 12-
HSA 13016.8984 43.8043 24.0104 
DMPC + 10% 12-
HSA 57745.6598 194.2915 24.0614 
DMPC + 25% 12-
HSA 34668.4773 115.9855 25.9087 
DMPC + 50% 12-
HSA 53932.7724 179.8913 26.6575 
DMPC + 100% 12-
HSA 45944 150.7134 31.6969 




7.1.4 Large unilamellar vesicle (LUV) Calcein leakage assay: to assess POPC 





¯ 5mL of 60mM calcein was prepared in basic 10mM Tris buffer and acidified to pH 
7.4 
¯ 2mM 12-hydroxystearic acid prepared in DMSO 
¯ 20 mg 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) thin film 
prepared from 190 uL of 105mg/mL POPC in chloroform stock solution, dried 
under argon and overnight in vacuo 
¯ Calcein solution used to hydrate POPC film to make MLVs 
¯ 5 freeze thaw cycles (-20oC and 65oC) were done to make LUVs  
¯ extrusion done with 100nm polycarbonate filters to make uniformly sized vesicles 
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¯ Sephadex column used to separate calcein loaded vesicles (first yellow band) 
from unincorporated calcein (fluorescent bands) 
¯ Colorimetiric phospholipase C assay conducted with UV spectrophotometry at 
590nm to calculate phospholipid concentration (standard 3mg/mL) 
¯ One-point calibration from standard data determined a concentration of 3mM 
POPC-Calcein 
o Equation used: absorbance of sample/concentration of sample = 
absorbance of standard/concentration of standard 
¯ 50uM POPC-calcein stock solution prepared in 10mM Tris buffer by adding 250 
uL POPC-Calcein to 15 mL of Tris 
¯ fluorescence intensity measurements recorded on Jasco fluorimeter at 37oC with 
stir bar in disposable cuvets  at 520nm (excitation at 490nm) 
¯ initial measurement of calcein-loaded POPC vesicles showed intensity over 1000 
so the 50uM stock was diluted to 25uM 
¯ 3mL of 25uM vesicles were measured for ~5 minutes, then 18.75 uL of 2mM 12-
HSA solution added (50 mole %) waited for intensity to plateau (at least 10 
minutes) and then 50 uL of 10% Triton X-100 detergent added to obtain intensity 
of total membrane disruption 
¯ Fluorescence measurements repeated with 25, 10 and 1.2 mole % of 12-HSA 
¯  Intensity data were averaged to obtain Fo, F, and Fmax values 
¯ % calcein leakage was calculated based on the following equation: 




§ Fo= intensity of intact vesicle 
§ F=intensity after addition of 12-HSA 
§ Fmax=maximum fluorescence intensity after addition of Triton X-100 
detergent 
¯ Data plotted in excel as % calcein leakage vs fatty acid/lipid ratio 
 
7.1.5 Results and Discussion: 
 
Calcein leakage assay results show that at as low as 1.2 mole %, the POPC 
vesicle experiences some membrane disruption and it steadily increases with higher 
concentrations of fatty acid. Sample data shows a plateau quickly after administration of 
12-HSA. However, after addition of 50 mole % 12-HSA, the intensity plateau 
experiences a gradual decrease. Please see Figure 7-3.The maximum % of calcein 
leakage is 22.5% at the highest concentration of fatty acid. Please see Figure 7-4. By 
comparison with other studies, these results are not very dramatic. When evaluating 
calcein leakage data, one needs to consider if the leakage is happening due to 
membrane lysis or pore formation165. Lysis should destroy the membrane, like effects of 
Triton addition. Perhaps these data suggest that pore formation could be occurring. The 
study needs to be repeated with higher concentrations of fatty acid to assess if 100% 




Figure 7-3: Sample fluorescence data for POPC LUVs exposed to 50 mole % 12-HSA. The three 
plateaus from left to right correspond to Fo, F and Fmax, respectively. Note the slight decrease in the 
fluorescence intensity from time 289 to 1489.  
 
 










































































































7.1.6 Mosher analysis for determination of absolute configuration of 12-





MaNP, or 2‐methoxy‐2‐(1‐naphthyl)propionic acid, was used in this study to 
determine the absolute configuration the stereocenter of 12-HSA97. The idea was to 
learn the technique and then apply it to another natural product isolate, 10-
hydroxypalmitic acid (10-HPA). Unfortunately, after the methylation step, the Mosher 
ester could not be formed, so experiments with 10-HPA were placed on pause. 
Reaction schemes are placed in Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6 below. 
 
First step: methylation 
 
 
Figure 7-5: Methylation scheme by diazomethyltrimethysilane. Reaction done under argon and went to 
















Second step: Mosher esterification 
 
 
Figure 7-6: R-Mosher esterification scheme with methyl 12-hydroxystearate. Due the stubborn nature of 
the reaction, final equivalents of reagents were: R-MaNP (3eq), EDC (8eq), DMAP (5eq), DCM 1 mL. 




Figure 7-7: TLC analysis shows after the addition of heat to the reaction (see plates D5 min, D1 hr), a 
much better progression results. Top spots are the Mosher product. However, still only about 50% 
completion.  A similar study conducted with 9-hydroxystearic acid and 2-NMA (another Mosher reagent) 
had a 57% yield, so these results were not surprising166. Workup scheme: cool to 0oC, Add 1 eq NH4Cl, 
DCM 3x, Brine 1x, dried with Na2SO4. Top spot purified with 10/1 hexane/ethyl acetate on a silica gel 






7.1.7 Results and Discussion: 
 
Crude 1HNMR results reveal that Mosher ester was formed but purification was 
needed. Details in Figure 7-7 legend. Analysis from COSY spectrum suggests R 
configuration. See Figure 7-8. The same scheme was performed with the S-MaNP to 
prepare the Mosher ester’s diastereomer. Reaction conditions were same except 
reaction started with heating. It went to ~80% completion after only 5 hours. TLC data 
not shown. Crude 1HNMR data collected and purification was necessary.  Same 
purification scheme applied as with R Mosher reaction. 1HNMR data collected and 
sample looks clean. COSY, 13CNMR, HMBC and HSQC spectra for both esters were 
collected and analysis is ongoing to make proper assignment of each methylene group 
of the Mosher esterified fatty acid. Note: this analysis was later concluded and study 
results appear in CHAPTER TWO and APPENDIX I.  
 
 
Figure 7-8. COSY analysis on R Mosher ester of methyl-12hydroxystearate. 
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7.1.8 Future Work 
 
Due to solubility issues, I have not initiated this study.  I am thinking to prepare the 
potassium salt form of 12-HSA but was unsure if this would be prudent as my other 
tests were with 12-HSA. 
 
7.1.9 Preparation of SDS-d25 micelles with 12-HSA paramagnetic quenching with 
or without Mn2+ to assess its location in membrane  
 
 
Before beginning this study, it was important to know the critical micelle 
concentration (CMC) of the 12-HSA so that this compound does not form its own 
micelles when combined placed in water with SDS. I conducted the pyrene 1:3 method 
to assess CMC of 12-HSA with failed results.  This compound is not water soluble.  
Thus, the fluorescence measurements were recorded but it was very difficult to fit the 




¯ Prepared the following per the AmpB paper167 
¯ 10mM 12-hydroxystearic acid in DMSO-d6—will measure 1HNMR at 500mHz, 
30oC 
o dissolved 3 mg 12-HSA in solvent 
¯ 75mM SDS-d25 and 5mM 12-HSA in D2O—once soluble, will measure 1HNMR 
at 500mHz, 30oC 
o dissolved 23.5 mg SDS-d25 in 1mL D2O 
o tried to dissolve 1.5 mg 12-HSA same solution 
§ heated, vortexed, sonicated, stirred for 7 days 
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§ attempted the same with SDS and 12-HSA and after 5 days, it 
solubilized 
¯ 500 uL 10mM stock solution of MnCl2-4H2O  
o will add 3uL of this solution to NMR sample containing micelle (this is 
30uM concentration), vortex well--- will measure 1HNMR at 500mHz, 30oC 
o will add 3 uL (this is 60uM concentration), repeat NMR measurement 
o will add 3 uL (this is 90uM concentration), repeat NMR measurement 
¯ This will be conducted to look for changes in peak intensity and peak broadening 
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